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Abstract

This thesis explores the topic of decentralized task allocation. Specific emphasis is
placed on how and when decentralized task allocation should be applied as a deci-
sion making tool for autonomous multi-agent missions. Even though the focus is on
the decentralized aspect of task allocation, care is taken to identify the environments
that do not actually benefit from decentralization, and what task allocation solutions
are more appropriate for these environments. Chapter 2 provides a brief overview
of the precise problem formulation and surveys the large number of task allocation
approaches available. The result of this is an understanding when different classes
of decentralized task allocation algorithms should be used. Chapters 3 and 4 in-
troduce new algorithms that address fundamental issues with the past approaches to
decentralized task allocation, and provide analysis of why these new approaches work.
Specifically, Chapter 3 identifies a class of algorithms that utilize local information
consistency assumptions (LICA), and an algorithm called Bid Warped Consensus
Based Bundle Building Algorithm (BW-CBBA) is introduced to improve the state of
art performance for this class of algorithms. Chapter 4 introduces an algorithm called
the Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC) algorithm, which uses LICA and
two domains of information consensus in order to improve algorithmic performance
over algorithms that exclusively perform consensus in a single domain. Chapter 5 in-
troduces hardware experiments that verify and demonstrate the challenges associated
with decentralized planning that are described throughout the thesis. Among other
things, these experiments involved running a large number of planning algorithms
onboard remote agents, and analyzing their performance in different communication
and mission environments. Chapter 6 concludes the thesis with a summary of the
contributions which highlights promising directions for new research.
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2-5 This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

designed in Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent l's assignment pre-

diction and information state for the mission, and similarly the right box

(purple) shows agent 2's assignment prediction and information state. The

numbered quadrotors represent the best guess of the location of that partic-

ular agent, the red circles labeled with letters represent serviceable discovery

tasks known by that agent, and the circles colored with an agent's particu-

lar color are tasks generated by that agent. Tasks f and g constructed by

agent 1, and e and f constructed by agent 2 represent communication tasks

that are locations where agents can communicate with the base station and

share the information they have learned about their discovery tasks. In

the resulting allocation, implicit coordination is able to use its predictive

capability to create a good assignment even when the agents do not have a

messaging capability between themselves or with the base station (and thus

cannot perform consensus). Noteworthy of these particular assignments is

that neither agent has perfect information about the location of the other

agent. Additionally, the labels for the tasks as well as the existence of

discovery tasks are different between the agents (agent 1 knows about an

additional discovery task it calls d). Since the information mismatch be-

tween the agents is not too severe, implicit coordination provides a good

conflict-free allocation prediction for each agent. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
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2-6 This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

designed in Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent 1's assignment

prediction and information state for the mission, and similarly the right

box (purple) shows agent 2's assignment prediction and information state.

The numbered quadrotors represent the best guess of the location of that

particular agent, the red circles labeled with letters represent serviceable

discovery tasks known by that agent, and the circles colored with an agent's

particular color are tasks generated by that agent. Tasks f and g represent

communication tasks specified as locations where agents can communicate

with the base station and share the information they have learned about

their discovery tasks. In this particular mission the agents are in com-

munication with each other, but the consensus process has not reached a

consistent solution. The agents mistake the position of the other agent and

each think the other is best suited to service task c. This is one particularly

bad failure mode of implicit coordination that arises due to small inconsis-

tencies in the expected positions of the coordinating agents. If addressing

all of the discovery tasks was mission critical, this would lead to a failed

m ission. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
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2-7 This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

introduced as Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent 1's assignment

consensus for the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent

2's assignment consensus. The numbered quadrotors in this figure represent

the agents' current locations. Note that in plan consensus the agents have

no knowledge of one anothers' locations. The red circles labeled with letters

represent serviceable discovery tasks known by that agent, the green light

circle labeled with a d represents a discovery task that agent 1 identified

and shared with agent 2, and the darker circles labeled f and g that are

colored with an agent's particular color are communication tasks generated

by that agent that specify locations where agents can communicate with

the base station and share the information they have learned about their

discovery tasks. The colored ovals labeled with a 1 or a 2 represent agent-

task assignments that were shared over the communication network. In

this example a conflict-free assignment is reached by each agent sharing

its desired assignments without the agents knowing any state information

about each other. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
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2-8 This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing a certain set

of tasks in the mission introduced as Example 3. The gray silhouettes of

quadorotors labeled as ra, rb, and r, represent a coupled relay task that

requires two quadrotors in a specific location to service and the red circles

labeled with letters a, b, c, represent the corresponding serviceable discovery

tasks that require an active communication link to the base to service (thus

requiring the relay agent). This is a very difficult assignment problem for

plan consensus algorithms in general. For example, when attempting to

service discovery task a, one agent will need to be near it to observe the

task while simultaneously a second agent will need to be acting as a relay.

However, the mission value for just observing the task is 0 (or likely negative

if resources are consumed), and the mission value for just servicing the relay

is also 0 (or again likely negative if resources are consumed to service it).

The result of this is that with plan consensus algorithms agents need to

selflessly add (or propose) tasks with a negative incremental value during

the allocation process and hope that a matching pair will be formed. In

worst case, this could mean the agents are optimistically searching over a

combinatorial number of possible assignments until a relay match is found.

Some heuristic approaches can be used by artificially reducing the possible

search space (e.g. forcing certain agents to act as dedicated relays), but this

can often lead to inefficient use of resources. This problem is fundamental

to not being able to predict the capabilities and preferences of other agents. 59
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2-9 This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

introduced as Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent l's assignment

consensus for the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent

2's assignment consensus. The numbered quadrotors in this figure repre-

sents the agents' current location. Note that in plan consensus the agents

have no knowledge about the location of the other agent. The red circles

labeled with letters represent serviceable discovery tasks known by that

agent, the green light circle labeled with a d represents a discovery task

that agent 1 identified but was unable to share with agent 2 due to a lack

of communication, and the darker circles labeled f and g that are colored

with an agent's particular color are communication tasks generated by that

agent that specify locations where agents can communicate with the base

station and share the information they have learned about their discovery

tasks. In this example there is no communication between the two agents

so they cannot exchange any assignment information. If the agents were

forced to do a mid-mission replan and did not have access to a candidate

assignment for the other agent, then each agent would think that it needed

to service every task available. Contrast this to a similar case with implicit

coordination where the agents had a rough estimate about the location of

the other agent (Fig. 2-5) and each agent was able to predict a conflict-free

assignment without any communication. In this scenario the agents would

execute these conflicting assignments until they were able to re-establish

communication and properly perform plan consensus. . . . . . . . . . . . 60

2-10 (a) 200 task Monte Carlo run with 500 trials showing score as a function

of the number of agents. (b) 200 task Monte Carlo run with 500 trials

showing the number of iterations to convergence as a function of the

number of agents. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 61
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2-11 This figure shows Monte Carlo results that are fully described in [21]

and Chapter 4. The main result shows how increasing the HIPC size

(i.e. the number of additional agents each agent has perfect situational

awareness for) reduces the number of iterations required to converge

on a five agent mission with a varying number of tasks. In this figure,

"convergence iterations" is an indirect measure of the predictive power

of utilizing more information because if the algorithm converges faster,

it was able to predict more about what the other agents wanted to do

and needed fewer iterations to repair the resulting conflicts . . . . . . 61

3-1 Comparison of the number of iterations required for convergence in

500 Monte-Carlo trials of a 200 task mission with a varying number of

agents. The full details of this mission scenario are provided in Sec.

3.5.2. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 66

3-2 A potential task environment described in Example 3, where a repre-

sents an agent, and 1 and 2 are task locations. The notation d., is the

distance required to move from location u to location v. . . . . . . . . 73

3-3 A potential task environment described in Example 4, where a repre-

sents the agent, and 1 and 2 are task locations. The notation ta, is

travel time measured from location u to location v. The three graphs

show the probability distributions of the flight times for each of the

three legs in the example (tait12, and ta2.) The red dots on these

distributions show a candidate sampling locations where tal + t1 2 < ta2. 75

3-4 Comparison of planner performance for a 2 agent, 30 task mission. (a)

shows the planned paths using the original CBBA algorithm with a

submodular heuristic score function. (b) shows the planned paths for

the same scenario using BW-CBBA as proposed in Section 3.3.2. . . . 110
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Chapter 1

Introduction

This thesis will explore the topic of decentralized task allocation. Specific emphasis

will be placed on how and when decentralized task allocation should be applied as

a decision making tool for autonomous multi-agent missions. Even though the focus

is on the decentralized aspect of task allocation, care will be taken to identify the

environments that do not actually benefit from decentralization, and what task allo-

cation solutions are more appropriate for these environments. Chapter 2 will provide

a overview of the problem formulation and briefly survey the large number of task

allocation approaches available. The result of this will be an understanding of the

communication and computation environments that actually see a performance im-

provement when different classes of decentralized task allocation algorithms are used.

Chapters 3 and 4 will introduce new algorithms that address fundamental issues

with the past approaches to decentralized task allocation, and will provide analysis

on why these new approaches work. Specifically, chapter 3 introduces an algorithm

called Bid Warped Consensus Based Bundle Building (BW-CBBA) which increases

state of the art performance for the class of algorithms that utilize what will be

defined as local information consistency assumptions (LICA). Chapter 4 introduces

an algorithm called the Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC) algorithm,

which uses LICA and multiple domains of information consensus in order to improve

algorithmic performance over algorithms that can only use a single domain of infor-

mation. Chapter 5 will introduce hardware experiments that verify and demonstrate

21



the challenges associated with decentralized planning that are described throughout

the thesis. Among other things, these experiments involved running a large number

of planning algorithms on-board remote agents and analyzing their performance in

different communication and mission environments. Chapter 6 concludes the the-

sis with a summary of the contributions and provides an overview of the promising

directions for new research.

1.1 Major Themes Addressed in Thesis

A unique aspect of this thesis is the focus on algorithms that adapt to the realized

mission environment rather than committing to rigid assumptions a priori. This is a

difficult challenge because not only does it require flexible and robust algorithms, but

it requires a complete understanding of the way that agents interact with each other

and the environment, as well as how agent assignments are actually computed. One

result of this way of approaching the planning problem is the realization that decen-

tralization is actually an algorithmic tool and not just a feature of some algorithms.

When decentralization is treated as a tool, it requires an algorithm designer to under-

stand the domains in which decentralization improves performance and those where

it may actually hurt. Additionally, when considering decentralized algorithms it be-

comes important to understand the domains of information that can be exchanged

between the agents. In this thesis, three domains of information will be considered:

1) a priori information about agents or the environment that is exchanged before

mission time, 2) situational awareness information that defines physical characteris-

tics or states about the environment or other agents that is shared before plan time,

and 3) allocation information that is the actual mission assignments that are shared

at plan time. Choosing the type of information to share between agents forces dras-

tically different algorithms and imposes accompanying advantages and disadvantages

to each approach.
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1.1.1 Understanding When a Mission Requires Decentraliza-

tion

An important contribution of this thesis will be utilizing decentralization as a tool

that can improve mission performance. Just because something can be decentralized,

does not mean that it should be decentralized and certainly does not mean that de-

centralization will improve performance. One of the primary goals of this thesis is

to define when decentralization actually helps improve algorithmic performance [18].

Toward this goal, it is important to understand the alternatives to decentralization.

This thesis will discuss three main paradigms for organizing computation and in-

formation exchange in multi-agent coordination problems: 1) offline coordination,

where a plan or policy is computed before mission execution which provides an a

priori set of instructions for any realized environment 2) centralized coordination,

where a single control center receives all relevant information necessary to compute

the motion and actions of every agent in the team then shares the result with each

individual agent at run-time, and 3) decentralized coordination, where individual

agents make their own decisions about motion and actuation through the use of lo-

cal communication at run-time. Offline approaches perform best when the planning

environment is relatively simple and predictable. As the world gets more complex or

dynamic, approximations are required and the performance of offline solutions starts

to degrade. Centralized solutions still work well when the world is complex as long

as communication remains robust and the environment is static enough such that

the delay in computing and sending out assignments is not too long. Decentralized

approaches are required in domains where communication is too limited to reliably

have information exchange with a centralized location or if the world is so dynamic

that any centrally computed solution would be outdated by the time it reaches the

agents. Chapter 2 introduces specific examples of each of these three paradigms.
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1.1.2 Decentralized Information Exchange

Decentralized algorithms require extra algorithmic complexity to deal with the fact

that agents will not always have a consistent understanding of the environment or

states of the other agents. This mismatch between the predicted and actual states of

the team can result in a loss of performance in decentralized environments. Individual

agent optimizations that are only operating on partial information may not align

perfectly with each another, and thus advanced communication protocols are required

in these algorithms to correct for this misalignment. For the purposes of this thesis,

there are two classes of information consistency assumptions that can be utilized

in decentralized algorithms: global information consistency and local information

consistency.

1. Global information consistency assumptions (GICA) require that all agents

agree upon certain relevant pieces of information during the algorithm's exe-

cution. This agreement forms a set of "correct" information that agents can

independently recognize as team-wide truth. Given that these global informa-

tion consistency assumptions require recognizing information across the entire

team, the consensus process happens on a global communication time-scale.

Many traditional algorithms that consider themselves distributed algorithms

utilize these assumptions [1, 2, 6, 10, 12, 13, 16, 29, 31-34, 40, 41, 43, 47, 48, 51].

2. Local information consistency assumptions (LICA) only require that neighbor-

ing agents maintain a consistent representation on a subset of the world. By

definition, this does not enforce global consistency of any information, however,

it is still assumed that information will propagate to the entire team eventually

(just not by any particular time). Only requiring local information consistency

can provide a much shorter time-scale for utilizing new information (than global

information consistency), because all relevant communication happens within

network neighborhoods, and agents are not required to wait for team wide in-

formation propagation [11, 17, 30, 46].
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A significant portion of this thesis (Chapters 3 and 4) is devoted to understanding

the convergence issues and identifying the performance limitations that are introduced

when algorithms utilize local information consistency assumptions. In general, issues

arise because algorithms that make decisions based only on local information cannot

trust that their information is globally accurate. This means there is no mechanism

to enforce assignments, and any local assignments can eventually be invalidated.

This lack of assignment guarantee can lead to instability in the convergence process.

Specifically, if the agent objective functions do not obey submodularity, traditional

algorithms that only require local information guarantees will not converge. The

algorithmic contribution of Chapter 3 provides convergence guarantees for a wide

range of problem types (including those that are non-submodular) but highlights a

performance limitation with all current LICA algorithms. There is fundamentally no

way to efficiently produce highly coupled plans using strictly local optimizations. The

resulting search over a combinatorial number of assignments through communication

is hard in decentralized environments that require LICA algorithms. Competing

algorithms which rely on global information consistency assumptions are good at

finding highly coupled allocations but their performance suffers in other ways because

algorithmic convergence happens on a global communication timescale and struggles

in dynamic environments. This leaves a hole in the past literature for decentralized

algorithms that can use partial information about other agents, while still converging

without any global mechanisms. A new algorithm is created to fill this hole and is

presented in chapter 4. Chapter 5 then presents these algorithms being used in actual

decentralized hardware experiments and validates the claims made in the previous

sections.

1.2 Summary of Thesis Contributions

1. Review and formalization of the different multi-agent planning domains from

the perspective of communication-aware algorithms (Chapter 2)

* Divides the solution space into 3 main algorithmic paradigms, offline, cen-
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tralized and decentralized.

2. Formalization of the convergence and performance domain of LICA algorithms

(Chapter 3)

9 New algorithm called the Bid-Warped Consensus Based Bundle Algorithm

(BW-CBBA) that allows for convergence and performance bounds with

non-submodular objective functions.

3. Introduction of the Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC) algorithm,

a planner that merges algorithmic paradigms to be able to plan in any commu-

nication environment with any local information state (Chapter 4)

* Understands how situational awareness about other agents affects plan

construction.

" Maintains explicit awareness of algorithmic assumption mismatches in or-

der to most efficiently use information and communication.

" Requires that all solutions retain convergence guarantees and, when avail-

able, performance guarantees.

4. Demonstration of decentralized algorithms on real decentralized hardware (Chap-

ter 5)

e Involves a novel hardware setup using Raspberry Pi's that communicate

over a real adhoc network using WiFi.
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Chapter 2

Task Allocation Approaches

The overall purpose of this chapter is to motivate the need for the algorithms that

will be presented in Chapters 3 and 4. This will be done by first introducing four

candidate missions that highlight what task allocation problems look like (and in the

last example, don't look like.) Then, the precise mathematical formulation for task

allocation will be introduced and applied to one of the examples to highlight how the

theoretical framework can be used in a concrete problem. Finally, several common

planning approaches will be introduced and will be applied to the example problems

to get a sense of how they will perform in practice. This will motivate the gaps in

past approaches that this thesis addresses.

2.1 Motivating Missions

A single robotic agent can outperform humans in a range of environments, espe-

cially those that are dirty, dangerous, dull or expensive. Utilizing multi-agent teams

of these autonomous robotic agents can even further improve their capabilities. A

major reason for this increase in performance is that teams of agents can take mea-

surements and act in many places at once, and thus, can react much faster than a

single agent to dynamic or continuous events. Additionally, multiple individual agents

with overlapping capabilities can provide mission completion robustness in the event

of an individual agent failure. However, the benefits of multi-agent teams come at
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the expense of added complexity and resource consumption required in order to co-

ordinate team behavior. The purpose of this section is to formalize the three main

paradigms for solving these multi-agent coordination problems: 1) offline coordina-

tion, where a plan or policy is computed before mission execution and provides an a

priori set of instructions for any realized environment 2) centralized coordination,

where a single control center receives all relevant information necessary to compute

the motion and actions of every agent in the team during the mission, and 3) de-

centralized coordination, where individual agents make their own decisions about

motion and actuation through the use of local communication at mission time. Four

examples will be introduced to highlight the transition in environments that motivate

different planning approaches. Example 1 presents a minimum revisit time problem

for a fleet of robotic vehicles patrolling an empty building which does not require

any form of online planning or information exchange. Example 2 presents a fleet of

robotic vacuum cleaners with a robust communication network to illustrate a domain

where centralized planning is appropriate. Example 3 introduces a search and rescue

mission in a building after a disaster where the agents must operate without a robust

communication backbone and highlights where decentralized planning is appropriate.

Example 4 exists in a fundamentally different domain from the first two involving

non-cooperative (and potentially adversarial) agents and thus is an example of a de-

cision making problem that is not handled well with the task allocation techniques

that are the focus of this thesis.

2.1.1 Example 1: Robotic Patrol (Offline Planning)

High Level Mission: Use robotic patrol agents to traverse an empty building look-

ing for suspicious activity.

Agents: Patrol robots and a patrol robot elevator. The robots have onboard sensors

that enable them to maneuver in the environment and detect any suspicious activity.

Environment: 8-story building with full wireless network coverage. The environ-

ment geometry is assumed to be static and completely predictable a priori .

Detailed Objectives: Optimize trajectories of agents throughout the building which
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Example 1

Figure 2-1: Securing a large building with robotic patrol agents. Since the environ-
ment is relatively static and agent coordination is relatively simple an offline planning
approach is likely most appropriate.

involves considering a baseline minimum revisit time, and reaction to failed agents.

Planner Considerations: This mission is an ideal candidate for an off-line

planner because since the environment is static, the agents can have predefined routes

throughout, the building with no need for any plan updates. Any hiccup from nominal

behavior (like an adversary detection or maintenence issue) can be handled with an

a priori computed policy to handle the events.

2.1.2 Example 2: Office cleaning (Centralized Planning)

High Level Mission: Clean the floors of a large office building using autonomous

robotic vacuums.

Agents: Robotic vacuum cleaners and a robotic elevator that can move the vacuum

cleaners between the floors of the building. The vacuum robots have onboard sensors
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Example 2
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Figure 2-2: Cleaning a large building using robotic vacuum cleaners. The building
provides a robust communication network allowing the efficient use of centralized
planning approaches.

capable of mapping the floor and measuring the floor's "cleanliness" to make sure the

environment is clean before moving on.

Environment: 8-story building with full wireless network coverage. The inssion

environment is also assumed to be dynamic because 1) the furniture may move on

a daily basis, 2) workers in different parts of the building may stay later on some

nights forcing a delay in entering these areas, and 3) some areas may occasionally

need heavier cleaning.

Detailed Objectives: Optimize the allocation and motion of each of the vacuum

cleaners to efficiently clean the space while both minimizing resource consumption

(e.g. robot power, elevator usage) and minimizing inconvenience to humans working

in the building.

Planner Coisiderations: The computational problem is to decide which agents
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clean which rooms and when, and how the agents move while they are cleaning those

rooms. The simplest planner available in terms of real-time complexity would be

to construct a single static plan that is executed every building cleaning cycle (like

the approach presented in Example 1). Given that the environment is assumed to

be dynamic, this approach would not work well in practice because the environment

would likely never match the one assumed by the plan. Another off-line approach

could be to construct a policy, which provides a detailed plan for the robotic agents

to execute for every possible environment. This approach can work well if all possible

environments can be modeled efficiently a priori. For most non-trivial environments,

however, these offline policies become intractable to compute (or even store) because

there are too many possible scenarios that can be encountered. When this is the case,

it is necessary to consider at least partially on-line approaches.

When constructing online planning algorithms, computational time becomes very

important (because the time you spend planning is time not servicing the overall

mission). A common simplifying assumption is to decouple the assignment of the

agents (which rooms they clean and when) from the motion plans these agents follow

when they are in the rooms. This is an appropriate assumption when the planning-

relevant information about the agents' motions can be predicted before computing

their full trajectories. In this context, if the problem is partitioned into cleaning

rooms, the only information the allocation planner needs is the location of the agent

before and after it has cleaned the room, and how long it will take to clean the

room. As long as the optimal plan for cleaning the building does not have multiple

agents cleaning the same room simultaneously, this simplification does not sacrifice

performance of the overall mission assignment. For this environment, decoupling the

agent motion inside the rooms from the room assignments seems reasonable because

the vacuums will likely enter and exit rooms through doorways, and should have

rough estimates of how long it will take to clean rooms. If the predicted cleaning

times inside of rooms are significantly different than the realized cleaning times, the

full team can institute a replan, which will re-optimize the full team-wide assignment

using updated cleaning time predictions. In this way, online planners are able to
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react to unpredictable elements in the environment and still maintain good mission

performance.

For the purpose of this example it is assumed that agents have the ability to plan

their trajectories inside of the rooms that they are cleaning and instead focuses on

the higher level problem of deciding which parts of the building each vacuum cleans.

Given that the building infrastructure provides a robust communication network,

a centralized task allocator that is aware of the states and capabilities of all

agents can be run in real-time. The centralized algorithm used could take many

forms, including ones that break up the full allocation into several smaller, easier to

solve subproblems. A centralized task allocation algorithm can be assumed to run

in a single location that has access to all of the information about the environment

and agent states and additionally has the authority to force the agents to follow its

computed assignments.

2.1.3 Example 3: Emergency building survey (Decentralized

Planning)

High Level Mission: Search a large building in an emergency situation. This in-

volves mapping the current physical state of the building, and potentially identifying

key features that require actions from a base station (e.g. finding victims that may

be trapped, structural problems, etc.).

Agents: Flying reconnaissance robots (shown as quadrotor helicopters). The vehi-

cles use onboard sensors to do the required mapping as well as provide the relevant

state updates for their own motion control. The agents use radios to communicate

with each other and to the base station via an ad-hoc network.

Environment: It is assumed that a good floor plan of the building is unavailable

or that the emergency situation has caused structural damage and the effective floor

plan has changed. Additionally it is assumed that there is not a reliable building

communication network or an elevator system to move ground robots around, requir-

ing the use of flying robots communicating over an ad-hoc network. An additional
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Example 3

5 Quadrotor

-... -- Comm Link

Base

Figure 2-3: Surveying a large building that does not contain communication infras-
tructure using quadrotor helicopters. Shown in this example are five agents and their
communication network. Due to the geometry of the building, two disconnected sub-
teams develop. Because of the communication challenges present in this mission.,
decentralized planning approaches will be required.

complication is that radio communications between the agents may be obstructed

such that particular communication links will fail in certain vehicle geometries.

Detailed Objectives: Search the building as fast as possible while ensuring impor-

tant information is relayed to the base station quickly.

Planner Considerations: Using similar logic to Example 2, it will be virtually

impossible to use an off-line plan or policy approach and expect good performance.

There is very little known about the environment before the mission is being executed,

so real-time adjustments based on the observed environment will be essential. There

are, however, significant differences between this example and Example 2. Firstly,

this domain is much more time-sensitive, meaning planning decisions must be made

very quickly. Additionally, the conununication network is much less reliable, and
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thus connections to a centralized location are not always guaranteed. Because of

this, it would be difficult to both maintain a globally consistent information state

at the base station and to transmit the centrally computed assignments to all of the

agents. Thus, if a centralized algorithm were used, mission performance could be quite

bad. An alternative approach is for the agents to form an ad-hoc network amongst

themselves and to coordinate their actions and plan their trajectories on their own.

Complicating this communication environment, however, is that the ad-hoc network

will be dynamic during the mission execution as agents move around in the building.

Algorithmic approaches to solving this difficult decentralized planning problem will

be discussed throughout this thesis.

The transition from Example 2 to Example 3 highlights the changes in the com-

munication and mission environment that motivate the need to utilize decentralized

planning approaches. Example 4 changes gears a bit and introduces a decision mak-

ing problem that is not handled well by task allocation algorithms because it consists

of non-cooperative agents. The discussion will motivate why this particular problem

should be solved using game-theoretic approaches.

2.1.4 Example 4: Autonomous Lane Merging (Game-Theoretic

Decision Making)

High Level Mission: Merging lanes in an autonomous vehicle.

Agents: A single autonomous vehicle.

Environment: Normal highway driving. In this scenario the cars in the right lane

are considered as part of the environment because we do not have direct control over

them. There can only be social cues (e.g. using a turn signal) to indicate a desire to

merge into that lane.

Detailed Objectives: The controlled agent in the left lane wants to merge into the

right lane as quickly as possible while remaining safe. An important note here is that

the cars in the right lane have no direct incentive to let the agent merge.

Planner Considerations: The key issue with this problem is that there are two
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Example 4

_ _ " 11
Figure 2-4: An autonomously controlled car on the left is attempting to merge into a

congested right lane with two independently controlled vehicles. The three agents in

this problem do not share a single objective function and have competing interests,

and therefore the decision making should be modeled with game-theoretic approaches.

vehicles that have no explicit incentive to coordinate with the merging car. The only

reason a car in the right, lane would slow down is due to some social behavior predicted

or agreed upon between the agents. Understanding this behavior is handled in the

field of game theory. The only real option for an agent attempting to use a classical

planning algorithm would be to model the other agents as part of the environment

and try to manipulate the environment, with signals or changing speeds to indicate

a desire to merge. This is a severe increase in complexity that will not be addressed

in this thesis. The take away from this example is that there exist decision making

problems that are not easily solved with any of the task allocation approaches that

will be presented in this thesis.
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2.2 Detailed Problem Formulation

The previous section introduced some example domains for task allocation problems.

This section will mathematically formalize the mission descriptions to allow concrete

discussions of potential task allocation algorithms.

Specifying any planning problem first requires defining an overall objective (in

multi-agent planning this overall objective is commonly referred to as the mission).

This mission definition typically assumes the existence of an observable or mutable

environment and one or more agents that can observe and actuate states of this

environment. The difference between agents and the environment is that it is typi-

cally assumed that we have control over the behavior of the agents (subject to the

constraints of their dynamics and capabilities), but we can only influence the envi-

ronment through indirect actions (via the controllable agents). Therefore, with this

definition it is also possible that part of the environment consists of decision mak-

ers that we do not have control over (as was the case in Example 4). The overall

mission objective can then be defined formally as a preference relation over all states

of both the environment and agents. For optimization convenience this preference

relation is typically assumed to have the form of a function (mapping every state of

the agent/environment system to a value) and is referred to as the objective func-

tion. Constructing a plan or policy for agent behavior then involves optimizing this

objective function subject to the dynamics and capabilities of the environment and

agents.

Notationally, given a set of N agents and Nt tasks, the goal of a task allocation

algorithm is to find an assignment of tasks to agents that maximizes a global reward.

A convenient form that the global objective function can take is a sum over each

agent's local objective function. The task allocation problem for this mission can
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then be written as the following mixed-integer (possibly nonlinear) program:

Na

argmax Z Fi(biI2) (2.1)
b.,...,bNa 1

s.t. H(bi, ... , bNa, 11, -. - INa) d

bi E {o, 1 }N

where the bundle bi E {0, 1}N, is an ordered list of Nt binary decision variables,

bi(j), where bi(j) = 1 indicates that agent i is planning to service task j, and con-

versely bi(j) = 0 indicates that agent i is planning not to service task j; F(bili),

the local objective function for agent i, only depends on agent i's bundle (bi) and its

parametrization of the relevant mission-specific information i4 (2i may include infor-

mation about its own location, its own capabilities, its own understanding of the cur-

rent environment state, etc.); and H = hi ... hNC], with d = di ... dNc, defines a

set of N, possibly nonlinear constraints of the form hk(bi, ... , b1,1 ..... ENa) dk

that capture transition dynamics, resource limitations, task assignment constraints,

etc. It is important to note that even though the agent's local objective functions

are not coupled, the agents are still coupled through assignment constraints (e.g. two

agents cannot service the same task, certain tasks must be assigned together, etc.)

and how messaging can update each other's local mission information i. Thus, in

general, this optimization can be very difficult to solve (NP-hard) [9].

Returning to Example 3, the emergency building survey mission can now be pre-

cisely defined using this problem formulation.

* Task Space J

1. Mapping tasks. The building is broken up into regions that can be

mapped independently. There is an exclusion constraint specifying that

in any particular allocation, no two agents should be assigned the same

mapping task.

2. Discovery tasks. If an agent discovers any particular feature of the

environment that is highly desirable knowledge for the command center,
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a discovery task is created to communicate this information to the base

station. If there is a direct communication link, this task can be trivially

serviced, if not, servicing this task may involve the team constructing a

communication link.

3. Communication tasks. Tasks that specifically require agents to be in

communication with the base station to relay information.

" Local Information Space I,

1. Agent i's location.

2. Agent i's battery state.

3. Parameterization of agent i's sensor suite (which defines the agent's capa-

bilities for servicing different types of tasks)

4. Agent i's local map of the environment.

" Objective Function F(bil-i)

1. An assignment increases F if it services an unassigned map task.

2. To incentivize rapidly exploring the space, F decreases as time elapses.

3. Servicing a discovery task (which includes providing the relevant informa-

tion to the base station) provides a flat score increase that decreases in

value as time elapses.

* Constraints H(b,... , bNa, 1, INa) d

1. Maximum duration a quadrotor can fly before recharging/exchanging bat-

tery.

2. Dynamics limitations of quadrotors (maximum velocity and acceleration,

limited maneuverability, cannot fly through walls). In unmapped areas

the constraints will correspond to estimates of the floor plan that provide

travel time estimates.
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3. Communication limitations (if an agent cannot communicate with the base

station, it cannot complete a discovery task).

4. Assignment constraints involving coupling of discovery tasks and commu-

nication tasks. This constraint can be encoded such that two tasks must be

serviced together (the discovery task, and the communication task.) The

communication task could require that the information is relayed imme-

diately, or just have some time dependence in its score in which an agent

with that information needs to reconnect with the base. These can all be

encoded into the objective functions and constraints described above. A

more detailed analysis of how this is done can be found in [25, 50].

In a full decentralized implementation that is solving the mission posed in Example

3, the optimization will be incrementally recomputed as the states of agents and

environment evolve. This periodic process is called replanning and helps to mitigate

the effects of imperfect models and unpredictable state transitions of the agents and

the environment.

For simplicity, the formulation in this chapter does not consider time as a decision

variable but instead assumes that given an assignment and constraint set, there exists

a single best timing for the mission that is computable and available to the agents.

When agents are evaluating their best assignments, we assume they have already

computed the ideal task service timing.

2.3 Planning Approaches

An overview of many approaches to task allocation will be provided in this section.

Offline Planners

The most communication-efficient task allocation architecture would be one that pro-

vides an allocation policy a priori, and therefore makes communicating unnecessary.

If the exact environment that agents are expected to observe is assumed to be known
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a priori then any centralized task allocation algorithm could be used to produce a

team wide allocation before the mission is run. Very rarely will the exact environment

be known a priori. In some cases, the exact tasking environment may be unknown,

but it is guaranteed to exist in some finite set of possibilities. Dec-POMDP's [3] are

adept at solving discrete time sequential decision making planning problems under

uncertainty when the models representing the possible environments are discrete and

not too large. Approximate Dec-POMDP solvers have recently been shown to pro-

duce high-quality solutions (reasoning about both behavior and communication) in

cooperative domains while considering uncertainty over dynamics, sensor information

and other agent information. In particular, recent macro-action-based methods have

shown that Dec-POMDPs can solve problems with more abstract actions that may

take any number of possible time steps to complete [4]. Given that Dec-POMDP

solutions are doubly exponential (in the worst case), optimal solution capabilities of

these methods are limited. These challenges are quite daunting and state-of-the-art

research has only been able to solve fairly small (e.g. a few agents and a few tasks)

allocation problems using this approach.

Another way of using a priori planning to create communication efficient task

allocation algorithms is to partition the task space. Agents use their own local infor-

mation and choose what tasks to service from a set that has already been partitioned

for them. Under these assumptions, there is also no need to communicate because

allocations are deconflicted a priori. The way that problems can arise with this ap-

proach is if the a priori partition was poor because of incomplete information or a

dynamic environment. The resulting algorithmic performance can become arbitrarily

bad. When offline solution techniques become impractical, communication is required

and online planners are needed.

Online Planners: Implicit Coordination

Implicit coordination task allocation algorithms require that all decision makers in

a multi-agent team come to consensus on all parameters that would be relevant to

solving the planning problem (sometimes this is referred to as situational aware-
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ness) [12, 31, 44]. This consensus process then provides each decision maker the

independent capability to compute the full team-wide assignment. A special case of

this is when this situational awareness consensus happens only in a single (centralized)

location. This centralized solver then plans for the entire team and has the authority

to distribute plans to the entire team. This process can be quite efficient if reaching

situational awareness consensus (either in a distributed or centralized sense) is pos-

sible. In a distributed sense if each agent is its own decision maker and starts with

the same initial information, each agent can fully predict the actions that others will

take, and thus all agents are able to predict the assignments for all other agents. This

leads to perfect coordination without communication (after the initial SA consensus

procedure.) One problem with this approach is that it is computationally inefficient,

because much (if not all) of the computation done onboard each agent is exactly

repeated onboard each agent. This is the penalty paid for not using communication

at run time. Another more important issue with this approach is that in order to

maintain any guarantees on performance the SA consensus may need to converge to

arbitrarily tight bounds. It has been shown [12, 31, 44] that this consensus can take

very large amounts of bandwidth, and in some cases would require infinite bandwidth.

Additionally, this approach has difficulty producing conflict-free solutions in dynamic

environments. Implicit coordination can handle discrete changes in the global situa-

tional awareness through the use of consensus protocols, but often it is very difficult

to come to consensus on continuously evolving parameters (such as agent positions.)

If all agents do not have a consistent view of the world (or the centralized agent's

view does not accurately match each individual agent's view), it's possible to experi-

ence severe degradation in performance, and in general, this performance gap can be

arbitrarily large.

Online Planners: Plan Consensus

Given that some information domains may be too complex to perform full global

situational awareness consensus, an alternative approach would be to have each agent

produce personal allocations, then share these desired allocations with the rest of the
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fleet. Consensus algorithms (or other market-based strategies), can then be used to

create final allocations [1, 11, 17, 23, 24, 30, 43, 46]. This approach has the benefit

of being able to enforce constraints on the assignments directly (rather than hoping

the SA convergence has converged close enough.) This paradigm works well when

agents are relatively specialized (in location or capability), such that assignment

conflicts (and thus communication) are minimized. Conflicts in this domain arise

because agents are not using any knowledge of their teammates objectives (other

than the assignments they share) and thus highly coupled assignments often require

a combinatorial number of negotiations to reach allocations that maximize an overall

global reward. Despite this, as long as the bandwidth is high enough to transmit the

desired individual plans, these methods can achieve both convergence and optimal

performance [42]. However, solving most task allocations optimally involves solving

an NP-hard problem over a communication network. Given that these approaches

guarantee assignment consistency, some approximations can be made in each agent's

self allocations that retain convergence and non-trivial performance guarantees.

The following section will go into much greater detail into the mechanics of implicit

coordination and plan consensus as they are the backbone of the new algorithms that

are presented in this thesis.

2.4 Detailed Look at Decentralized Algorithmic

Approaches

In this section, two candidate algorithms will be defined, and then applied to Exam-

ple 3 to provide an introduction into how each online paradigm can be used. Each

algorithm exclusively utilizes one of the two domains where information can be ex-

changed between decentralized agents at plan time. In the first algorithmic approach,

consensus is achieved on the information domain (i.e. over the agents' local informa-

tion spaces Is) and is called implicit coordination. The second algorithmic domain

relies on consensus in the assignment domain (i.e. over agents' task bundles bi) and is
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called plan consensus. In general, decentralized algorithms will rely on exchanging

information in some combination of the information domain and assignment domain.

Chapter 4 will introduce an hybrid algorithm that is able to use consensus in both

domains simultaneously.

Before defining the algorithms some notation is required:

1. Agent i's local understanding of the global assignment space Bi = [b', ... , b]

is a matrix where each column b' consists of agent i's local understanding of

the assignments of agents j E {1, ... , Na}.

2. X(i') = 24g is agent i's understanding of the objective function parametrization

of agent i'.

3. Agent i's local understanding of the global information space is X = [1, ... ,I, ... ,Na]

where it is assumed that agent i will always have perfect information about its

own parametrization Is and possibly inconsistent knowledge of another agent

i's parameterizations 41.

At the beginning of the algorithms discussed, each agent's bundle bi and local

assignment space Bi are initialized to zeros, and each agent i's local information

space X is initialized to only contain information about itself {0, ... 2i, . . . , 0}.

2.4.1 Implicit Coordination

The goal of implicit coordination algorithms is to first achieve a team-wide con-

sensus on information Xi, and then to have each agent independently predict the

entire team-wide assignment [12, 31, 44]. Algorithmically, the Consensus opera-

tion (Alg. 1, line 2) attempts to reach this team-wide consensus by ensuring that

(X1 = X 2 = ... = XNa). After all agents have the same information state, each

agent can locally optimize the full mission objective function (Alg. 1, line 4). If all of

the agents in the team plan with the same X and all agents use the same optimiza-

tion technique, then each agent will generate a conflict-free assignment independently

(because they are all doing identical computations). This will contrast with the plan
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Algorithm 1 Baseline Implicit Coordination (for each agent i)

1: while Xi not converged do
2: Xi -- Consensus(Xi)
3: end while

Na

4: B, +- argmax F,, (bi, IXi (i'))
b1 ,...,bNa

consensus algorithm described in Alg. 2, because agents using this implicit coordina-

tion approach never exchange any actual assignment information bi, only objective

function parametrization information Xi.

To understand this algorithm better, the following sections will look at how im-

plicit coordination can be applied to Example 3. The agents initially come to a

team-wide consensus on information before they leave the base station. As the agents

move around in the world, this consistent team-wide information state will start to

degrade. The agents will move on different trajectories, explore and map different

parts of the environment, identify different discovery tasks, and use battery power at

different rates. In this paradigm, online replanning will be required to account for

discovery tasks as well as accumulated mission modeling errors. These errors may in-

clude imperfect agent dynamics predictions, deviations from the predicted floor plan,

or un-modeled disturbances. When replanning, the implicit coordination algorithm is

required to maintain globally consistent local score function parameterization infor-

mation (X) in order to guarantee consistent assignments. One of the features of the

mission described in Example 3 is the possibility that the communication network

disconnects. The result of this is that information consensus will only be possible

between agents in the same sub-team. This will result in inconsistencies across sub-

teams and thus replanned assignments across subteams may violate constraints. This

is an unfortunate consequence of non-ideal communication environments and imper-

fect information consensus.
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Positive Impact of using Implicit Coordination on Example 3

" Implicit coordination does not require a consistent communication link to the

base station.

" The only dynamic elements of the information space are the agents' position

states, agents' battery states, and the locations of the discovery tasks.

" Implicit coordination can still operate in disconnected networks. There may

be unavoidable temporary conflicts between assignments of disconnected sub-

teams, but some of these potential conflicts can be prevented by predicting

the intentions of disconnected agents with use of information obtained before

the agents were disconnected. When agents are reconnected, assignments can

automatically deconflict with the updated information that will be available.

These features arise naturally from replanning with Alg. 1. An example of two

agents predicting each others assignments with imperfect information and no

communication is demonstrated in Fig. 2-5.

Negative Impact of using Implicit Coordination on Example 3

" Even in good communication environments, in order to guarantee a conflict-free

solution, the agents' local information spaces (Xi) need to be identical. Given

that the agents are moving around in the world continuously, it will be very

difficult for the agents to reach a perfect consensus on both positions and local

maps of the world. Past work has shown [12, 31, 44] that this consensus can take

very large amounts of bandwidth, and in some cases can even require infinite

bandwidth. An example where 2 agents fail to assign an important task because

of a small mismatch in the prediction of each others' locations is shown in Fig.

2-6.

" Every agent must have the objective function parameterization for every other

agent in the team. This is an example of team-wide (or global) communication
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which can slow down the overall assignment process. Implicit coordination algo-

rithms fundamentally require this global consistency of information to guarantee

constraint satisfaction.

9 The approach is computationally wasteful because it forces all of the agents in

the team to repeat similar computations.

2.4.2 Plan Consensus

This section provides a baseline plan consensus algorithm. Each algorithmic iteration

begins with each agent i independently finding a current set of unassigned tasks J

(Alg. 2, line 2). Each agent i then finds the task j,, with the largest incremental score

increase ci that it can obtain by assigning itself one of the available tasks (Alg. 2, lines

3, 4). This incremental score is computed by evaluating the difference between a score

function using a bundle with the jth element of the bundle set to 1 (b (j) = 1) and the

score function evaluated with just the current bundle bi. If the proposed incremental

score ci is positive, a bid si = (i, j,, ci) is constructed as a tuple consisting of an agent

ID i, a task ID j,, and the proposed score ci for agent i servicing task j,. Otherwise,

the proposed incremental score ci was non-positive, and an empty bid is constructed.

This bid is then broadcast to other members of the team (Alg. 2, line 10). If J = 0,

the agent sends out an empty bid. In general, the behavior of Broadcast can take

many forms, but for the purpose of this baseline algorithm assume that all other

agents can receive this broadcast information. Each agent receives all other agents'

bids S (Alg. 2, line 11). If this set S is empty, then the algorithm has converged,

otherwise each agent i then searches over this non-empty set of bids S to find the

team-wide next best bid s* (Alg. 2, line 15). Usually the "best" bid is just the

largest score, but a tie-breaker is often needed. This can be anything as long its

computation is consistent for all agents in the team. A common tie breaker selects

the lowest agent id. Then, as long as c* > 0 (Alg. 2, line 16), the j* element of

the winners list Ci(j*) is updated to the winning score c* (Alg. 2, line 17), and the

corresponding element in the assignment space Bi(i*, j*) defined as agent i's local
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Algorithm 2 Baseline Plan Consensus (for each agent i)

1: while True do
Na

2: J-{ E bi(j) = 0}
i=1

3: ci +- max (F (bi(j) = 1I-i) - F (bi l-i))
jEJ

4: j, e- argmax (F (b (j) = 1Ii) - F (bi Ii))
jeJ

5: if ci > 0 then
6: si -(iI jci, ci)
7: else
8: si -0
9: end if

10: Broadcast(si)
11: S <- Receive(si,... ,sN)
12: if S = 0 then
13: return
14: end if
15: s* <-(i*,j*, c*) max s'

S'ES

16: if c* > 0 then

17: Cj(j*) +- c*

18: Bi(i* j*) *- 1
19: if i = i* then
20: bi(j*) +- 1
21: end if
22: end if

23: end while

understanding of the decision variable representing the assignment of task j to agent

i'(Alg. 2, line 18) is also updated. Lastly, if the winning bid is the agent's own bid

(i = i*), agent i updates its own bundle b2 (j*) = 1 (Alg. 2, line 20). As can be seen

from this algorithmic description, the agents do not need to know anything about

other agents' score function parametrizations 2E', Vi' # i. The only information that

is exchanged at plan time is the set of task assignment bids S. This is where the

name plan consensus originates.

To better understand how plan consensus algorithms are used, the following sec-

tions will demonstrate how they can be applied to the mission introduced in Example

3. The agents are once again initialized with empty assignments. At the first replan

iteration, the agents produce a team-wide consistent assignment and start moving
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out to service tasks in the environment. A small caveat about this approach is that

each agent's local objective function depends on what parts of the environment have

been explored and the locations of discovery tasks, so some information consensus

must be conducted between the agents. The key difference is that this information

only affects the agents' self-valuation of tasks and the algorithm will still converge if

the information domain is not consistent across the team. Therefore this information

consensus does not block any planning process. As with the implicit coordination

algorithm, online replanning will be required to account for discovery tasks and ac-

cumulated mission modeling errors. During the replanning process, agents are not

predicting the assignments of other agents, they are only waiting to hear the desired

future tasks for all agents. Thus, because agents will always maintain a consistent

assignment domain (if the network stays connected), they can trivially satisfy mis-

sion constraints. Much like implicit coordination algorithms, plan consensus can only

guarantee that assignment constraints are satisfied between agents that can commu-

nicate with one another. If the network happens to repair itself, at the next replan,

these new assignments will be taken into account organically1 .

Positive Impact of using Plan Consensus on Example 3

e Since the agents' positions are dynamic, it is much easier to come to consensus

on a static assignment than the changing values of agent positions and estimates

of the environment structure. An example of a consistent task assignment where

the agents can only exchange assignment messages is shown in Fig. 2-7.

* Although the plan consensus algorithm presented in this chapter requires global

communication (i.e. communication between every agent in the team) at every

iteration, it is not a fundamental requirement of plan consensus algorithms.

Unlike implicit coordination, there exist algorithms that exclusively utilize plan

consensus with only local, nearest neighbor communications. Chapters 3 and 4

'Other forms of plan consensus algorithms [11, 17, 21, 22, 30, 46] that belong to the class of local
information consistency assumption algorithms can come to a conflict-free solution immediately after
repairing the disconnected network and do not require a full team-wide replan. There is a significant
increase in complexity with these algorithms so they will not be described in detail until Chapter 3.
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will focus on algorithms of this type.

" Computation is not duplicated as it is with implicit coordination. The com-

putation of the team-wide assignments is distributed across the agents in the

team, at the added expense of sharing the best candidate assignments across

the network. This contrasts with implicit coordination algorithms where there

is no communication required after the information consensus, and all agents

compute the full team-wide assignment independently.

" There are additional convergence speed-ups that can be used with plan consen-

sus algorithms that are not used in the algorithm presented here (for the sake of

simplicity). One such approach modifies the plan consensus algorithm to allow

agents to construct and broadcast full bundles of bids simultaneously [11], other

similar algorithms will be introduced in Chapters 3 and 4.

Negative Impact of using Plan Consensus on Example 3

" Producing a coupled assignment that assigns agents to act as pure relays to

communicate with a base station is a very hard problem to solve purely with

plan consensus. The issue is these relay tasks introduce a combinatorial increase

in the complexity of the assignment domain. Agents have no incentive to service

a particular discovery task unless there is a relay in place to forward the infor-

mation, and relays will not be in place unless there exists information that needs

to be relayed. This introduces a very difficult chicken and egg problem to get

these coupled tasks between multiple agents assigned properly. This problem is

shown in Fig. 2-8. There has been some past work in this domain [25, 50], but

it generally involves looping over a plan consensus algorithm with optimistic

assumptions until a feasible assignment is generated. Generally, this is a very

slow process and may even fail to converge to a good solution.

" The information domain is not very complex for this environment. There are

some dynamic variables like agent positions, but if planning is fast enough, this
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might be a much easier consensus problem than coming to consensus on the full

assignment every replanning cycle. In the worst case, very rough information

about the other agent's location may be enough to predict a conflict-free as-

signment without any plan time communication (Fig. 2-5), whereas with plan

consensus as seen in Fig. 2-9, no communication would produce assignments

with significant constraint violation (i.e. multiple agents assigned to the same

task).

The algorithm described requires global communication for algorithmic conver-

gence. It was mentioned earlier that this is not fundamental to plan consen-

sus algorithms, but rather to the simple algorithm introduced for this chapter.

Other algorithms that do not have this global dependency will be discussed

later in this thesis.

2.5 Sharing Information Between Agents

A major cause of the difficulties inherent to decentralized planning algorithms is the

fact that without extensive communication, agents are often only operating on par-

tial information, and thus individual agent optimizations may not align perfectly with

one another. In order to more fully discuss how information is used in decentralized

planning algorithms this section will introduce two classes of information consistency

assumptions that are used: global information consistency and local information con-

sistency.

1. Global information consistency assumptions (GICA) require that all agents

agree upon relevant pieces of information during the task allocation algorithm's

execution (for plan consensus this information is Bi and for implicit coordination

this information is Xi). The information agreement forms a set of "correct" in-

formation that agents can independently recognize as team-wide truth. Given

that these global information consistency assumptions require distribution of

information across the entire team, reaching information consistency happens
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on a global communication time-scale. The majority of distributed algorithms

in the literature utilize these assumptions [1, 2, 5-7, 10, 12, 13, 16, 27, 29, 31-

34, 40, 41, 43, 47, 48, 51]. Algorithms 1 and 2 presented in this chapter also fall

into this category: implicit coordination trivially requires this global informa-

tion consistency at the consensus step, whereas the plan consensus algorithm

requires that all agents in the team agree on the "globally next best" task before

moving on.

2. Local information consistency assumptions (LICA) do not require global con-

sistency of any information, however, it is still assumed that information will

propagate to the entire team eventually if the network is connected (just not

by any particular time). Only requiring local information consistency in algo-

rithms can provide a much shorter time-scale for utilizing new information than

global information consistency because agents are not required to ensure that

this information has propagated to the entire team before using it. An example

of this in plan consensus is only sharing bids si within a local neighborhood

(instead of the entire team), and similarly with implicit coordination it would

be only sharing 2I with local neighbors and then making assignments. The

natural downside of this approach is that agents cannot guarantee any piece

of information is globally consistent and thus algorithms utilizing local consis-

tency assumptions must have mechanisms to detect and adapt to potentially

conflicting information [11, 17, 21, 30, 45, 46, 52, 53].

The Implicit Coordination and Plan Consensus algorithms presented in the previ-

ous section are both GICA algorithms. To the authors' knowledge there do not exist

any implicit coordination algorithms that can provide any performance guarantees

with LICA, but there are a few plan consensus algorithms that can converge and

provide some performance guarantees with LICA algorithms [11, 17, 21, 30, 46].

In general, complications arise with algorithms that utilize local information con-

sistency assumptions because they make decisions based only on local information and

thus cannot trust that any of their information is globally accurate. This means there
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is no mechanism to enforce assignments, and any local assignment added to Bi could

end up violating a constraint. This lack of assignment guarantee can lead to insta-

bility in the convergence process. Specifically, if the agent objective functions do not

obey a property called submodularity, traditional algorithms that only require local

information guarantees may not converge [22], so care must be taken when creating

algorithms in these domains. If constructed correctly, local information consistency

assumption algorithms can converge much faster than their global counterparts with

the same guarantees on performance when there are high degrees of locality in the

optimization environment, meaning that nearby agents tend to cooperate with each

other (as opposed to agents cooperating with teammates that are far away in the

communication network). Fig. 2-10 presents Monte Carlo results that are fully de-

scribed in [22] and in Chapter 3 but can be summarized briefly. This figure includes

results for 5 different types of algorithms:

1. Sequential Auction (GICA) is identical to the plan consensus algorithm

described in this chapter. The iterations axis in Fig. 2-10b. counts the number

of broadcast steps (if messages only propagate to the nearest neighbor) required

to ensure global consistency throughout the full assignment of all 200 tasks.

2. Implicit Coordination (GICA) is identical to the algorithm described in

this chapter. The only caveat here is that the agents were only provided infor-

mation about their nearest neighbor. In this domain if it were provided perfect

information about all of the agents it would have returned the same solution as

Sequential Auction, BW-CBBA and BW-CBBA GICA.

3. CBBA Unwarped (LICA) is a LICA algorithm that has certain limitations

on its allowed objective functions requiring heuristics that reduce performance

in some domains[11].

4. BW-CBBA (LICA) is a LICA algorithm with modifications to allow the use

of all objective functions (Chapter 3).

5. BW-CBBA (GICA) is a GICA variant of the algorithm presented in Chapter
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3.

The main takeaway from these results is that there exists LICA algorithms (BW-

CBBA) that perform identically to their GICA counterparts (Sequential Auction

and BW-CBBA GICA) as can be seen in Fig. 2-10a., but take significantly fewer

iterations (i.e. faster convergence, less communication) as can be seen in Fig. 2-

10b. Note that Fig. 2-10b. has a logarithmic scale over iterations, and thus these

LICA approaches are actually a significant improvement in convergence speed and

communication bandwidth.

Despite the capabilities of these LICA plan consensus algorithms on some prob-

lems, there is fundamentally no way to efficiently produce highly coupled plans using

strictly local optimizations that do not predict the actions of other agents (see Fig. 2-

8). The resulting search over a combinatorial number of assignments through commu-

nication is computationally hard in decentralized environments. Conversely, implicit

coordination algorithms which rely on global information consistency assumptions

are good at finding highly coupled allocations but their performance may suffer in

other ways because they require arbitrarily tight consensus on the information do-

main and repeat their computations onboard all agents. The next section introduces

the thought process that spawned the algorithm that is presented in Chapter 4 to

construct highly coupled plans.

2.5.1 Using knowledge of information assumptions to create

a new algorithm

It is important to keep in mind that all of the algorithmic complexities discussed in

this chapter to get around communication difficulties are not required if a centralized

planner can be used. The first incremental step at solving the problem of highly cou-

pled decentralized missions could be to bootstrap a plan consensus algorithm with an

initial implicit coordination allocation. The main structure of this algorithm would be

to create an implicitly coordinated allocation using whatever information was avail-

able amongst the agents. If this was computed after global situational awareness
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consensus, the algorithm would converge immediately. If there were conflicts in the

assignment, or high value tasks had gone unassigned, a local information consistency

plan consensus algorithm [11, 22] would be run using the implicit coordination solu-

tion as the initial assignment for each agent and hopefully the conflicts would work

themselves out rapidly.

The strength of an approach like this is that if there exist highly coupled behav-

iors that were obvious to the agents even with partial information, the initial implicit

coordination planner would find them, and this assignment would end up capturing

much of the coupling in the environment. However, just one small piece of missing

information could cause a cascading failure in the initial assignment, and the algo-

rithm would completely revert to a plan consensus algorithm and suffer from the

fundamental issues plan consensus algorithms have with optimizing highly coupled

assignments. This does not achieve the goal of creating a planner that can really

utilize this partial information agents have about each other to produce the desired

highly coupled plans.

The intuitive solution to this new problem is to run both implicit coordination

and plan consensus at every iteration of the planner. This thesis introduces one way

of doing this in Chapter 4 called Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC). In

environments where communication and information disperse over physical distances,

it is common for nearby agents to know the most about each other while little is known

about teammates far away. In practice, distance is often a penalty in reward functions

so nearby agents tend to be the ones that collaborate most often. Since cooperation is

between nearby agents, and information consensus is easiest between nearby agents,

the cooperative predictive power is actually stronger among the pairings that are likely

to need it. For example, in a very large team, an agent may only have information

about a small number of vehicles in the team, which may happen to be the ones in

its line of sight. However, that agent is likely to only need intense cooperation with

other vehicles in his vicinity, so information about this small number of agents is all

it actually needs to form highly coupled plans. Conversely, pure implicit coordination

approaches would have no mechanism to repair conflicting assignments that would
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inevitably occur.

This approach essentially builds local overlapping clusters where implicit coordi-

nation can provide meaningful predictions about other agents actions, and it fixes

assignment conflicts using plan consensus algorithmic protocols. More on this ap-

proach will be presented in Chapter 4. Figure 2-11 shows how increasing the "HIPC

size" (i.e. the number of additional agents each agent has perfect situational aware-

ness for) reduces the number of iterations required to converge on a five agent mission

with a varying number of tasks. In this figure, convergence iterations is an indirect

measure of the predictive power of utilizing more information because if the algorithm

converges faster, it was able to predict more about what the other agents wanted to

do and needed fewer iterations to repair the resulting conflicts.

2.6 Conclusion

The goal of this chapter was to provide an understanding of the algorithmic design

choices that are imposed by the mission and communication environment in task al-

location problems. Running a decentralized algorithm in an environment that could

have used a centralized approach will likely result in a degradation of both conver-

gence speed and solution quality. However, there are domains where decentralized

approaches are required. Two different decentralized algorithmic domains were pre-

sented: implicit coordination and plan consensus. The key differences between these

domains was what information must be communicated between the agents at run-

time. Each approach was shown to have advantages and disadvantages for a candidate

decentralized mission. The disadvantages of each approach motivate the algorithms

in the next 2 chapters in this thesis.
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Positive Impact of Implicit Coordination

Agent 1 Assignment Prediction

1

)-bmes

Agent 2 Assignment Prediction
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Figure 2-5: This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

designed in Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent l's assignment prediction and

information state for the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent 2's

assignment prediction and information state. The numbered quadrotors represent the best

guess of the location of that particular agent, the red circles labeled with letters represent

serviceable discovery tasks known by that agent, and the circles colored with an agent's

particular color are tasks generated by that agent. Tasks f and g constructed by agent 1,

and e and f constructed by agent 2 represent communication tasks that are locations where

agents can communicate with the base station and share the information they have learned

about their discovery tasks. In the resulting allocation, implicit coordination is able to use

its predictive capability to create a good assignment even when the agents do not have a

messaging capability between themselves or with the base station (and thus cannot perform

consensus). Noteworthy of these particular assignments is that neither agent has perfect

information about the location of the other agent. Additionally, the labels for the tasks

as well as the existence of discovery tasks are different between the agents (agent 1 knows

about an additional discovery task it calls d). Since the information mismatch between

the agents is not too severe, implicit coordination provides a good conflict-free allocation

prediction for each agent.
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Negative Impact of implicit Coordination

Agent 1 Assignment Prediction

1

Agent 2 Assignment Prediction
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Figure 2-6: This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

designed in Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent l's assignment prediction and

information state for the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent 2's

assignment prediction and information state. The numbered quadrotors represent the best

guess of the location of that particular agent, the red circles labeled with letters represent

serviceable discovery tasks known by that agent, and the circles colored with an agent's

particular color are tasks generated by that agent. Tasks f and g represent communication

tasks specified as locations where agents can communicate with the base station and share

the information they have learned about their discovery tasks. In this particular mission

the agents are in communication with each other, but the consensus process has not reached

a consistent solution. The agents mistake the position of the other agent and each think

the other is best suited to service task c. This is one particularly bad failure mode of

implicit coordination that arises due to small inconsistencies in the expected positions of

the coordinating agents. If addressing all of the discovery tasks was mission critical, this

would lead to a failed mission.
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Positive Impact of Plan Consensus

Agent 1 Assignment Consensus

-,, d

Agent 2 Assignment Consensus

21
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Figure 2-7: This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

introduced as Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent l's assignment consensus for

the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent 2's assignment consensus.

The numbered quadrotors in this figure represent the agents' current locations. Note that

in plan consensus the agents have no knowledge of one anothers' locations. The red circles

labeled with letters represent serviceable discovery tasks known by that agent, the green

light circle labeled with a d represents a discovery task that agent 1 identified and shared

with agent 2, and the darker circles labeled f and g that are colored with an agent's

particular color are coninmunication tasks generated by that agent that specify locations

where agents can comninnicate with the base station and share the information they have

learned about their discovery tasks. The colored ovals labeled with a 1 or a 2 represent

agent-task assignments that were shared over the communication network. In this example

a conflict-free assignment is reached by each agent sharing its desired assignments without

the agents knowing any state information about each other.
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Negative Impact of Plan Consensus

r r~

rb
rb b

Figure 2-8: This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing a certain set

of tasks in the mission introduced as Example 3. The gray silhouettes of quadorotors

labeled as ra, rb, and r, represent a coupled relay task that requires two quadrotors in a

specific location to service and the red circles labeled with letters a, b, c, represent the

corresponding serviceable discovery tasks that require an active communication link to the

base to service (thus requiring the relay agent). This is a very difficult assignment problem

for plan consensus algorithms in general. For example, when attempting to service discovery

task a, one agent will need to be near it to observe the task while simultaneously a second

agent will need to be acting as a relay. However, the mission value for just observing

the task is 0 (or likely negative if resources are consumed), and the mission value for just

servicing the relay is also 0 (or again likely negative if resources are consumed to service

it). The result of this is that with plan consensus algorithms agents need to selflessly add

(or propose) tasks with a negative incremental value during the allocation process and

hope that a matching pair will be formed. In worst case, this could mean the agents are

optimistically searching over a combinatorial number of possible assignments until a relay

match is found. Some heuristic approaches can be used by artificially reducing the possible

search space (e.g. forcing certain agents to act as dedicated relays), but this can often lead

to inefficient use of resources. This problem is fundamental to not being able to predict the

capabilities and preferences of other agents.
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Negative Impact of Plan Consensus

Agent 1 Assignment Consensus
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Figure 2-9: This figure illustrates the assignments for two agents servicing the mission

introduced as Example 3. The left box (green) shows agent 1's assignment consensus for

the mission, and similarly the right box (purple) shows agent 2's assignment consensus. The

numbered quadrotors in this figure represents the agents' current location. Note that in

plan consensus the agents have no knowledge about the location of the other agent. The red

circles labeled with letters represent serviceable discovery tasks known by that agent, the

green light circle labeled with a d represents a discovery task that agent 1 identified but was

unable to share with agent 2 due to a lack of communication, and the darker circles labeled

f and g that are colored with an agent's particular color are communication tasks generated

by that agent that specify locations where agents can conimunicate with the base station

and share the information they have learned about their discovery tasks. In this example

there is no communication between the two agents so they cannot exchange any assignment

information. If the agents were forced to do a mid-mission replan and did not have access

to a candidate assignment for the other agent, then each agent would think that it needed

to service every task available. Contrast this to a similar case with implicit coordination

where the agents had a rough estimate about the location of the other agent (Fig. 2-5) and

each agent was able to predict a conflict-free assignment without any communication. In

this scenario the agents would execute these conflicting assignments until they were able to

re-establish commnnunication and properly perform plan consensus.
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Figure 2-10: (a) 200 task Monte Carlo run with 500 trials showing score as a function

of the number of agents. (b) 200 task Monte Carlo run with 500 trials showing the
number of iterations to convergence as a function of the number of agents.
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Figure 2-11: This figure shows Monte Carlo results that are fully described in [21] and

Chapter 4. The main result shows how increasing the HIPC size (i.e. the number of

additional agents each agent has perfect situational awareness for) reduces the number

of iterations required to converge on a five agent mission with a varying number of

tasks. In this figure, "convergence iterations" is an indirect measure of the predictive

power of utilizing more information because if the algorithm converges faster, it was

able to predict more about what the other agents wanted to do and needed fewer

iterations to repair the resulting conflicts.
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Chapter 3

Bid Warped Consensus Based

Bundle Algorithm

3.1 Introduction

The goal of standard multi-agent task allocation algorithms [13, 15, 36] is to coor-

dinate a team of cooperative agents in order to achieve an overall mission objective.

These mission objectives can often be broken up into tasks that require specific actions

by capable agents, all while satisfying constraints (e.g. fuel, power, vehicle capabil-

ities, etc.). Centralized task allocation algorithms are typically preferred when an

application requires high degrees of collaboration. However, in contested environ-

ments where communications may be unavailable, unreliable, have high latency, or

high cost, relying on centralized solutions may be impractical. In these communi-

cation limited environments, it is necessary to consider distributed or decentralized

algorithms [8]. Unfortunately, using these architectures introduces additional com-

plications, including difficulties with establishing both algorithmic convergence and

performance. The major reason for these complications is that in decentralized en-

vironments, agents may operate on only partial information, and thus independent

agent optimizations may not align perfectly with each other. Thus, advanced com-

munication protocols are typically required for decentralized algorithms to optimize

over desired objectives. These communication protocols can be considered to utilize
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either of two main information assumptions: global information consistency and local

information consistency.

1. Global information consistency assumptions (GICA) require that all agents

agree upon certain relevant pieces of information during the task allocation

algorithm's execution. This agreement forms a set of "correct" information

that agents can independently recognize as team-wide truth. Given that these

global information consistency assumptions require a team-wide consistency of

information, the communication process occurs on a global time-scale. Algo-

rithms that utilize these assumptions can be found in Refs. [1, 2, 5, 6, 10, 12,

13, 16, 27, 29, 31-34, 40, 41, 43, 47, 48, 51].

2. Local information consistency assumptions (LICA) do not require global consis-

tency of any information. These algorithms can still utilize global information

but are characterized by only requiring local information consistency (i.e. do

not require any global mechanisms). This approach can provide a much shorter

time-scale for utilizing new information (as compared to requiring global infor-

mation consistency) because agents are not required to ensure that this infor-

mation has propagated to the entire team before using it. The natural downside

of this approach is that agents cannot guarantee that any piece of information is

globally consistent, and thus, algorithms utilizing only local assumptions must

be robust to planning with inconsistent information [11, 17, 30, 46].

There are many factors that determine whether requiring global or allowing only

local information consistency will provide better algorithmic performance for a par-

ticular mission. The most important decision variables will be the communication en-

vironment, the mission complexity and the time constraints for creating assignments.

A trivial environment where global consistency assumptions would be preferable is an

environment where the agents are fully connected with no bandwidth constraints and

no mission assignments are time critical. In this environment there would be no need

to introduce an algorithm that handles the added complexity of only relying on local

information consistency assumptions. Conversely, a trivial example in which local
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information consistency assumptions are necessary is when the network can become

temporarily disconnected. Intermittent network disconnections during global infor-

mation consistency algorithms will often break the assumptions tied to performance

and convergence. Possible repairs would include waiting until the network reconnects

(which may never happen) or detecting the new network, continuing on and hoping

that future network dynamics will not break the resulting allocation (which is not

a guarantee). Conversely, this domain is handled naturally with local information

consistency assumption algorithms.

In other domains where global consistency assumptions are reachable, local con-

sistency algorithms can actually drastically reduce convergence times. Fig. 3-1 shows

that the number of iterations to convergence of sequential auction algorithms (such

as the one described in [27]) will require roughly the number of tasks times the net-

work diameter number of iterations. Even algorithms that globally consider sets of

tasks simultaneously (e.g. a GICA version of CBBA [11] that rebroadcasts messages

so that each agent has the entire team's bundles during the communication phase)

can require significantly more communication iterations than local information con-

sistency assumption algorithms (CBBA [11]). This is because assignment conflicts

are often between agents that are near each other in the communication network and

conflicts can be managed faster using only local conflict resolution protocols.

These insights imply that some environments are well suited for algorithms that

use only local information consistency assumptions. This chapter investigates the lim-

itations that LICA algorithms impose on assignment convergence and performance.

In general, issues arise because algorithms that make decisions based only on LICA

cannot trust that their information is globally accurate. This means there is no mech-

anism to globally enforce assignments, and any local assignment may eventually be

replaced. This lack of assignment guarantee can lead to instability in the convergence

process. Specifically, if the agent objective functions do not obey a property called

submodularity, algorithms that only require LICA may not converge [11, 17, 30, 46].

A formal definition for submodular objective functions will be presented in Sec. 3.1.2,

but informally, a submodular objective function requires that the value of servicing
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Figure 3-1: Comparison of the number of iterations required for convergence in .500

Monte-Carlo trials of a 200 task mission with a varying number of agents. The full

details of this mission scenario are provided in Sec. 3.5.2.

a task does not increase due to the assignment of any other tasks. Unfortunately,

many objective functions of interest, including those that incorporate fuel penalties,

information gathering metrics, cooperative tasking metrics, and stochastic objectives

may take a non-subinodular form. A solution to this issue is presented in this chapter

for cases when objective functions are nearly submodular. The algorithmic approach

is to modify the information shared between agents so that it looks as if each agent

was using a submodular objective function, even though agent preferences will be de-

termined using non-submodular objectives. This approach will provide convergence

guarantees for all objective functions, and will quantify when non-trivial performance

bounds exist. The results in this chapter (to not address decentralized planning solu-

tions for all classes of objective functions, but instead allow for using LICA algorithms

when objective functions are subnmodular or nearly submodular. Appendix A pro-
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vides intuition as to when the approach presented in this chapter does well and when

it fails. Chapter 4 will then use the ideas presented in this chapter to introduce a new

algorithm that is able to produce good allocations for an even larger class of objective

functions, in addition to other benefits.

3.1.1 Problem Formulation

This section presents a slightly different but equivalent problem statement to the

one presented in the previous chapter. The differences in notation will allow specific

insights about the algorithm presented in this chapter. Given a set of Na agents and

Nt tasks, the goal of the task allocation algorithms discussed in this chapter is to

find a conflict-free matching of tasks to agents that maximizes a global reward. An

assignment is said to be conflict-free if each task is assigned to no more than one agent.

The global objective function for the mission is given by a sum over local objective

functions for each agent, while each local reward is determined as a function of the

tasks assigned to that agent, and the times at which those tasks will be serviced.

This task assignment problem can be written as the following mixed-integer (possibly

nonlinear) program:

Na Nt

max E E Fi (x, r) xij (3.1)
i=1 j=1

s.t. G(x, -r) < d

XE {0, I}NxNt, 7 E {R+}NaxNt

where x E {0, 1}NaxNt, is a set of Na x Nt binary decision variables, xij, which are

used to indicate whether or not task j is assigned to agent i; r E {R+}NaxN is

the set of real-positive decision variables Tij indicating when agent i will service its

assigned task j (where the value of Tij is irrelevant if task j is not assigned to agent

i); Fij is the score function for agent i servicing task j given the overall assignment;

and G = [gi... gNcj, with d = [i... dNcl, define a set of N, possibly nonlinear

constraints of the form gk(x, r) < dk that capture transition dynamics, resource
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limitations, etc. Much like the description in Chapter 2, this problem formulation

can also accommodate different design objectives and constraints commonly used in

multi-agent decision making problems (e.g. search and surveillance missions where

Fi represents the value of acquired information and the constraints gk capture fuel

limitations and/or no-fly zones, or rescue operations where Fij is time-critical favoring

earlier Tij execution times, etc.). An important observation is that, in Equation (3.1),

the scoring and constraint functions explicitly depend on the decision variables x

and -r, which makes this general mixed-integer programming problem very difficult

to solve (NP-hard) [9].

3.1.2 Submodularity

The shape of the mission objective function is fundamentally related to the diffi-

culty of creating good task assignments. Specifically, objective functions must be

submodular [14] for LICA algorithms to converge and have non-trivial performance

bounds [11, 17, 30, 46]. For the purposes of this chapter, submodularity can be de-

fined as follows: the marginal score function F(sIA) for incrementing an allocation

by a set s to an existing task allocation A, must satisfy the following

F(s|A') > F(sIA) (3.2)

VA' s.t. A' C A

To guarantee that F is a set function in this notation, scores are defined as in-

cremental assignment s's marginal contribution to the task allocation environment

F(sIA) = F(s U A) - F(A). A task environment A can be thought of as a glob-

ally consistent set of allocations s, each of which defines an assignment of tasks to

agents. Equation (3.2) requires that the value of a particular assignment s cannot

increase because of the presence of other assignments. Although many score functions

typically used in task allocation satisfy this submodularity condition (for example,

mutual information with conditional independence assumptions [26]), many do not.

As will be shown in the next section, submodular score functions are essential for
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LICA algorithms to guarantee convergence. Previous work identified modifications

to the score functions that employ heuristics to ensure that submodularity is satisfied

[11], but these heuristics may lead to poor performance and are not usually intuitive

to design. This algorithm presents an online process to modify a LICA algorithm

called the consensus based bundle algorithm (CBBA) that enables the use of non-

submodular score functions while still guaranteeing convergence. The principles of

the approach are quite general and could be applied to almost any LICA algorithm.

3.2 Non-Submodular Examples

It is simple to demonstrate that a LICA algorithm may fail to converge with a non-

submodular score function, even with as few as 2 tasks and 2 agents. Consider the

following algorithm: each agent sequentially produces bids on a set of available tasks,

then shares the bids that maximize its local score with the other agents in the team.

If an agent bids the highest value for a certain task, it "wins" that task at that round

and is allowed to keep it. This process repeats until no agent has incentive to deviate

from their chosen allocation. This is a simplification of the algorithm presented in

[11] but the final allocations will be equivalent between these two algorithms. In the

following examples, the nominal score achieved for servicing a task will be defined as

T. The actual value achieved for servicing the task may be a function of other things

the agent has already committed to doing. An agent's bid will be a pair, composed

of a task ID and a task score, that represents the information an agent plans to

communicate with its neighbors. The notation for an agent's bid in Examples 1 and

2 of this chapter is (task ID, task score). For the purposes of this algorithm, a bundle

is a sequential order of bids, where the later bids are dependent on all earlier bids (in

this notation, older bids are on the left).

Example 1: Baseline Submodular Score Function

This example provides a baseline algorithmic progression with a submodular score

function to illustrate how convergence is achieved. In this first example deviation
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Example 1: Allocations with a submodular score function Bundle Creation

Agent 1 candidate bundles

1. {}
2. {(1,T)}
3. {(2, T - 6)}
4. {(1,T),(2,T-26)}

Agent 2 candidate bundles

1. {}
2. {(1,T-6)}
3. {(2, T)}
4. {(2,T),(1,T-26)}

Algorithmic progression

Iteration 1

Agent 1: {(1, T), (2, T - 26)}

Agent 2: {(2, T), (1, T - 26)}

Iteration 2

Agent 1: {(1, T)}

Agent 2: {(2, T)}

from a nominal value T will be represented as 6, and its value will be 0 < 3 < T. In

Iteration 1, each agent chooses between 4 feasible bundles. The greedy maximum

bundle for each agent includes bids on both tasks 1 and 2, but the bid value for the

second task placed by both agents is defined to be 3 less than the bid for the first

task. The bid values in this example could have been produced by a submodular score

function since the score has not increased because of the assignment of the first task

(in fact it has decreased). Between Iteration 1 and Iteration 2 both agents share

their bids with each other and a consistent assignment is reached in Iteration 2 that

actually maximizes the global score. When this algorithm is run with submodular

score functions it will return identical allocations to a similar global information

consistency version of the algorithm where individual bids are sequentially locked in

as a team. I'm having a hard time understanding the example. Perhaps a more
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Example 2: Allocations with a non-submodular score function
Bundle Creation

Agent 1 candidate bundles

1. {}
2. {(1,T)}

3. {(2, T - 6)}
4. {(1,T),(2,T+6)}

Agent 2 candidate bundles

1. {}
2. {(1, T - 6)}

3. {(2, T)}
4. {(2,T),(1,T+6)}

Algorithmic progression

Iteration 1

Agent 1: {(1, T), (2, T + 6)}
Agent 2: {(2, T), (1, T + 6)}

Iteration 2

Agent 1: {}
Agent 2: {}

Iteration 3

Agent 1: {(1, T), (2, T + 6)}
Agent 2: {(2, T), (1, T + 6)}

detailed algorithm description would help.

Example 2: Non-submodular score function

Example 2 highlights how convergence is lost when non-submodular score functions

are introduced with the algorithm defined at the beginning of Sec. 3.2. In this exam-

ple, 6 may take any value, 0 < 6 < oo. At Iteration 1 both agents choose between

4 feasible bundles, and they choose the bundle with the highest total score (Agent 1

chooses its bundle 4 and Agent 2 chooses its bundle 4). In this example, the maximum

value bundle for each agent has a second task that has increased its value because of
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the assignment of the first task. This explicitly violates the submodularity condition

as presented in Equation (3.2).

Between Iteration 1 and Iteration 2 the agents share their bids with each

other. Agent 1 is outbid on task 1, and thus the bid on task 2 is invalidated because

it depends on task 1 being assigned. Similarly agent 2 is also outbid on task 2, and

thus its bid on task 1 is invalidated.

As a result of the conflicts in Iteration 1, neither agent predicts that it can win

either task at Iteration 2. This includes the fact that neither agent can place a

single bid that would outbid their expectation of what the other agent can bid. Thus

for this iteration, neither agent places a bid. Between Iteration 2 and Iteration

3 each agent will then share their empty bundles. This reverts back to the initial

conditions of the algorithm and Iteration 3 repeats Iteration 1 and the cycle

will continue forever.

From Example 2, it becomes clear that a baseline LICA algorithm does not work

well with non-submodular score functions. It may seem easy as a global observer

to see that either Agent 1 choosing bundle 4 and Agent 2 having no assignment or

Agent 2 choosing bundle 4 and Agent 1 having no assignment would produce the

global optimal objective. However, this requires having the global information of

every possible bundle for each agent.

A candidate LICA solution for fixing the convergence issues is to detect cycles of

the type shown in Example 2 locally and then use this knowledge to stop suggesting

conflicting assignments. Unfortunately, in general, there is no fast way to detect if

an agent has entered into one of these cycles, because they could, in general, include

a combinatorial number of task assignments being traded between the agents during

the consensus process. Even worse is the fact that breaking the algorithm out of one

cycle does not guarantee that the agents will not enter another cycle at a later stage

in the convergence process.

In practice, many non-submodular score functions can lead to this cycling be-

havior. The following example highlights that objective functions that lead to these

cycling conditions are not exotic and in fact, occur for many desirable missions.
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Figure 3-2: A potential task environment described in Example 3, where a represents
an agent, and 1 and 2 are task locations. The notation d, is the distance required
to move from location u to location v.

Example 3: Waypoint tasks

Consider the potential task scenario illustrated in Figure 3-2 involving one agent (blue

circle labeled a) and two tasks (red circles labeled 1 and 2). For the purpose of this

example assume that da2 > dai > d12. where the notation d,, is the distance required

to move from location u to location v. An intuitive score function Fij (x, r) for this

environment is defined as follows:

Fij (x, -r) = R - fdxj (3.3)

where Fjj (x, r) is the score for assigning task j to agent i given current assignment X

and timings r. R is the reward obtained for servicing a task, fj is the fuel penalty per

unit distance for agent i, and dxej is the increase in distance travelled by inserting

task j into the current assignment x (which by assumption cannot already include an

assignment on task j by agent i). If the LICA algorithm introduced at the beginning of

Sec. 3.2 were run in this environment, it would first assign task 1 because R - fidai >

R - fida2. When the algorithm assigns task 2 using the score function presented in

Equation (3.3), the score obtained is R - fid12 . This results in the bid on the second

task being greater than the first task (R - fidl 2 > R - fidi) which is exactly the

situation shown in Example 2 for a non-submodular score function. Depending on

bids made by other agents in the fleet, a LICA algorithm may fail to converge with

this simple geometry and score function.

One reasonable strategy utilized to address this problem is to submodularize the

score function using a heuristic [39]. For example, the score function in Equation
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(3.3) can be approximated as:

Fi'3 (X, r) = R - f da (3.4)

where the only difference is that the distance metric is defined as the distance daj

measured from the agent's initial location to task j. This is required to ensure that

the incremental fuel penalty is never smaller than when the agent has no previous

unassigned tasks. With this score function, the first bid will again be on task 1,

because R - fidai > R - fida2 , and the second bid will be on task 2, but this time

the bid will have the score R - fida2. This objective function is now submodular

because the score on task 2 does not increase as a result of the previous assignment

of task 1. However, this score function cannot capture the fact that, since task 1 is

being serviced, task 2 should seem much more favorable (as it would have been much

closer to the agent after servicing task 1). The purpose of the approach presented

in this chapter is to enable algorithms with only local information guarantees to

use score functions that do capture these non-submodular effects without having

to sacrifice convergence guarantees. Example missions using both F and F' are

explored numerically in Section 3.5 and demonstrate the downside of using a priori

submodularized functions.

Example 4: Stochastic Tasks

Stochastic objective functions can be used in environments where some necessary

planning- parameters are not known or even knowable a priori. Examples of these

uncertain parameters include wind speed, tolerances on agent performance, duration

of search tasks, or other difficult to model a priori environmental effects. When

planners use stochastic score functions, combining the score distributions of individual

tasks over multiple assignments in a sequence may not have a closed-form solution.

In this case, sampling may be required to approximate these distributions. Figure 3-3

illustrates an example where non-submodular effects can arise due to this necessary

sampling.
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Figure 3-3: A potential task environment described in Example 4, where a represents

the agent, and 1 and 2 are task locations. The notation t, is travel time measured

from location u to location v. The three graphs show the probability distributions of

the flight times for each of the three legs in the example (tai,ti 2 , and ta2.) The red

clots on these distributions show a candidate sampling locations where ta1 + t 12 < ta2.

Assume that the score function has the simple form:

(3.5)

where Tij represents the time at which the task is serviced, and R is some fixed

reward. This score function then linearly decays with time. This is a submodular

score function if the traveling times obey the triangle inequality.

With appropriate distributions over the travel times it is possible to see that for

a particular sample (Fig. 3-3) ta2 can be greater than the sum of tal and ti1 2 ,

Prob(ta2 > tal + t 12 ) > 0. (3.6)

Therefore., even though the expected mission scores are submodular,

E(R - ta2 ) > E(R (t-i + t 12 )) (3.7)

the sample mean for any set of particles of size n sampled fron the distributions of

i D

-,

F, (x, -r) = R - rij



ta2, ta, ta may not be submodular:

n (R - t~m R - (t~ + tif]
Prob "< > . (38)n n

In this notation, t[m] is the mth sample from the random variable t. Therefore it is

possible for the objective function sample mean for servicing task 2 to be greater by

first servicing task 1, which breaks submodularity. This illustrates another example

where non-submodularity can arise and must be accounted for to use LICA algorithms

in practice.

Convergence for non-submodular score functions

The convergence failures highlighted above in Example 2 are a direct result of multiple

tasks being assigned with only local information available about the winners. It was

postulated as Lemma 4 in [11] that an approach for augmenting the score function to

satisfy submodularity would be to ensure that the bids were monotonic in subsequent

iterations:

ij ( = min{ci3, ai (t - 1)} (3.9)

where cij is the initial score at iteration t and ij (t) is the augmented score at iteration

t. Unfortunately this approach tends to create a significant performance degradation

in some environments. If this approach is applied to the environment presented in

Example 2, after Iteration 2 the algorithm will not be able to bid above 0 on either

task 1 or 2. This is not a desired result; the approach provided in this chapter prevents

algorithmic cycling by pre-emptively changing the bid values, rather than relying on

the performance degrading process of identifying cycles after they happen.
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Using Local Information Consistency Assumption Algorithms

The content of this section has outlined how using LICA algorithms can lead to

convergence and performance degradation when score functions are non-submodular.

Despite this, as was outlined in Section 3.1 there exist environments that require or

could utilize LICA task allocation algorithms to improve mission performance. This

rest of this chapter outlines algorithmic extensions to an existing LICA algorithm

(CBBA) that increases the class of score functions that can be used in practice. These

modifications allow for the use of LICA task allocation algorithms in many desirable

mission domains where performance guarantees were previously unavailable.

3.3 Solution Approach

This section focuses on a new description of the consensus based bundle algorithm [11]

as well as algorithmic modifications specifically related to handling non-submodular

score functions. The following description of CBBA is a slight modification of the

one that was originally proposed in [11], introducing some new terms which will be

used for proving relevant aspects of the new algorithm proposed in this chapter.

3.3.1 Baseline CBBA

CBBA is a local information consistency assumption auction algorithm that provides

provably good task assignments for multi-agent, multi-task allocation problems. The

algorithmic structure of CBBA is an iterative, two phase algorithm. These two phases

are a bundle building phase where each vehicle greedily generates an ordered list of

assignments, and a task consensus phase where conflicting assignments are identified

and resolved through local communication between neighboring agents. These two

phases are repeated until the algorithm has reached convergence. To further explain

the relevant details of the algorithm, some notation will first be formalized.

1. A bid is represented as a triple: sij = (i, j, cij), where i represents the bidding

agent's index, j represents the task's index, and cij represents the value for this
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task agent pair.

2. A bundle is an ordered data structure internal to each agent i, bi = (si, . .. ., si)

that consists of a list of bids where sij, is the kth bid added to the bundle. A

bundle is said to have length n if there are n bids in the list. When new bids

are added to the bundle, they are appended to the end, thus the order in the

bundle reflects the relative age of each bid and thus the dependency structure

of the bids.

3. The bid space is an unordered set of bids, defined as A = {sili,... ,siNN }

where N is defined to be the current size of the bid space. This bid space

contains a globally consistent set of the current winning bids in the team.

4. A local bid space Ai is defined as a set that contains agent i's current local

understanding of the global bid space. In a fully connected network, Ai = A

after each Task Consensus Phase (which also would correspond to having global

information consistency assumptions over the task space), but in general, the

geometry of agents in the network may lead to information propagation latencies

and thus non-identical local bid spaces. A consistent global bid space will always

be a subset of the agents' local bid spaces A C Ai.

5. The network diameter D is defined as the number of communication hops

between the furthest agent pair in the communication network. More formally,

define a number for each agent i consisting of the minimum communication

distance to every other agent i'. The maximum value over all agents is defined

as the network diameter.

CBBA begins with each agent i being provided (or somehow discovering) the set

of available tasks. In general, the set of available tasks does not need to be identical

for all agents. The two phase algorithm then begins in the Bundle Building Phase.

Bundle Building Phase For each agent i the bundle building phase is run indepen-

dently.
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Algorithm 3 CBBA: Bundle Building Phase
(for agent i)

1: procedure BUILD BUNDLE(Ai)
2: for all si' s.t. 3j' where sij E A, do
3: A +- Ai \ si
4: end for
5: set bi +- 0
6: while IbiI < Lt do
7: J +- {j I sij V A-}
8: for allj EJdo
9: Cij -Fi(bi),

10: hiHj I(c > ci )
sif g EAi

11: end for
12: j* +- argmax cj - hij

jEJ

13: si.+ (i, j*, ci*)
14: if ci* -hi* > 0 then
15: bi <- bi ( si®
16: Ai +- Ai U si*
17: else
18: break
19: end if
20: end while
21: return (bi,As)
22: end procedure

1. All current tasks that agent i has won are removed from agent i's bundle bi and

local bid space A, (lines 3,5 of Alg. 3). This step is required for the performance

guarantees of the algorithmi, but in most cases the agent will re-add each of

the tasks it has just dropped.

2. A local internal score function Fij(bi) is defined for each agent i and task j.

It is a function of the agent's current bundle bi and implicitly a function of

the assignment constraints G (x, -r) < d posed in the problem formulation (Eq.

3.1). If a proposed assignment will not satisfy the constraints required by Eq.

3.1, Fij(bi) will return a value of -oo. For complete notation consistency with

Eq. 3.1 in Sec. 3.1.1, assume that there is a one-to-one mapping between (b)

'Agent i may want to change its bids in light of new information obtained through communication,
instead of being "stuck" with the bids made in the previous iteration.
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and (x, r). The complexity of actually picking the execution times ri is not a

focus of this thesis, but other solutions used for CBBA can be implemented [49].

For each task j available in the environment (line 7), each agent i uses its local

internal score function F3 (bi), to create a score cij (line 9).

3. These scores, cij, are compared with the winning bid information for the corre-

sponding task j located in the agent's local bid space Ai (line 10). The largest

score that would outbid the current winner in the local bid space is chosen as

agent i's next bid (line 12). A bid sigj is created (line 13) and, as long as the

value of the bid is positive ci* -hip > 0 (line 14), it is placed at the end of the

bundle (line 15) and replaces the current bid on task j in the local bid space Ai

(line 16).

4. Steps 2 and 3 (lines 7-16) are repeated until no tasks have a larger score than

the corresponding bids already in A, or the maximum bundle length is reached,

at which point the bundle building phase terminates. It is worth noting that in

this formulation the values cij are used to rank the tasks, and the same values

are used to construct the bids si, which are shared with the other agents. The

main algorithmic contribution of this chapter is to separate these two values in

order to enable a larger class of score functions to converge with this type of

algorithm.

Task Consensus Phase After the bundle building phase completes, each agent i syn-

chronously shares its current local bid space Ai with each of its adjacent neighbors.

This local bid space, in combination with timestamp information, is then passed

through a decision table (see [11], Table 1 for details) that provides all of the conflict

resolution logic to merge local bid spaces. In general, the consensus logic prefers

larger and more recent bids. If the consensus phase has occurred more than twice the

network diameter times without any bids changing, the algorithm has converged and

terminates; if not, each agent re-enters the bundle building phase and the algorithm

continues.
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Score Function Fundamental to all of the convergence and performance guarantees

for CBBA is that it must use a diminishing marginal gains (DMG) satisfying score

function. The requirement of DMG for the CBBA score function is a special case

of requiring submodularity as it was introduced in the Section 3.1.2 because it was

defined for a specific marginal contribution to the existing bundle bi as opposed to

for all sets as was defined in Eq. 3.2. It was recognized in the seminal description

of CBBA [11] but is updated here with the notation of bids and bundles. DMG is

defined as

Fi (bi) > Fi (bi Eend sii) Vj' 5 j (3.10)

where bi $end sij, refers to adding a bid sij3 on task j' to an already existing bundle

bi. Roughly this condition means that no bids sij can be made on any other task j'

that would increase cij, agent i's score for task j. When score functions Fij(bi) are

defined as the marginal contribution of adding a bid on task j to an existing bundle

bi (which is what is done in this chapter), the submodularity constraint can replace

requiring DMG.

3.3.2 Bid Warping

The approach introduced in this chapter changes two fundamental aspects of placing

bids. First, the ranking of task scores is allowed to use an objective function that

does not satisfy submodularity and the external bid values (those shared with other

agents) are not identical to the internal scores used for deciding which are the highest

value tasks. To highlight the algorithmic changes some additional notation is needed.
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Bid Warping

Bid warping uses the internal score cij and the current bundle bi to construct a

warped score sij.

Eij = min{cij, min Cijk} (3.11)
kE {1,.,IbI}

where Cijk is the unwarped score of the kth element in the current bundle, and Jbil

is the length of the current bundle. The warped score can also be recursively defined

as the minimum of the unwarped score cij and the value of the most recently warped

bid added to the bundle C

eij = min{ciI, Eib }. (3.12)

Definition 1. Define a strict bid ordering. In this thesis the tie breaker will be

defined to be the lowest agent id. Therefore for bids sij = (i, ,ci):

8iiii >- 'i2j2 => ciiy, > Ci2j2 (3.13)

V cill = ci2 32 & i1 < i 2  (3.14)

V cill = ci2j2 & i1 = i2 &

sjIj1 earlier in bundle than si22 (3.15)

These three conditions can completely define a strict ordering over all bids. The

first or clause (Eq. 3.13) defines that if the score ci1,3 of si1j, is larger than the score

cis2 2 of sisj2 then sjjjj > si2j2. The second or clause (Eq. 3.14) defines that if the

scores are the same cj 1j1 = ci2j2 then the bid with the lowest agent id is larger. The

third or clause (Eq. 3.15) is reached when the scores are the same and the agent id's

are the same. This is the case when the two bids are in a single agent's bundle, so it

is defined that the earliest element in the bundle is larger.
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Algorithm 4 BW-CBBA: Bid Warped CBBA

1: procedure BW-CBBA(b?, A,)
2: k +-0
3: Qi -{}
4: Zi +- zeros(Na, Nt)

5: while ki <2-Ddo
6: if IQij = 0 then
7: k- ki + 1
8: else
9: ki 0

10: end if
11: biI A, +- BW-BB (Ai)
12: A, Qi, Zi +- BW-TC(bi, bi, A-, Qj, Zj)
13: b? +- bi
14: end while
15: return (A.)
16: end procedure

3.3.3 Bid Warped CBBA

This section presents the main algorithmic modifications required for CBBA to use

non-submodular score functions. The resulting algorithm will be referred to as Bid

Warped CBBA (BW-CBBA).

Bid Warped CBBA: (Alg. 4: BW-CBBA ) This algorithm is run independently on each

agent i and is initialized each time the team decides to replan (or construct an initial

allocation).

1. A BW-CBBA assignment iteration is initialized with agent i's old bundle b?

and its local understanding of the global bid space A,. In order to initialize the

algorithm, the convergence counter for agent i, denoted by ki, is set to 0 (line 2

in Alg. 4); its broadcast queue Qj, which is a list of pairs (s, t) consisting of

a bid s and a time stamp t, is set to empty (line 3); and its local time stamp

matrix Zi (i', j), which records the time stamp of the most recent information

about a bid made on task j by agent i', is initialized to all zeros (line 4).

2. While this algorithm has not converged (defined as when the size of the broad-

cast queue IQiI = 0 for 2D iterations at line 5) , the algorithm iterates between
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Algorithm 5 BW-BB: Bid Warped Bundle Building

1: procedure BW-BB(Ai)
2: for all 9ii s.t. j' where 9ig E A, do
3: A +- A \ 9ijI
4: end for
5: bi +- 0
6: while IbiI < Lt do
7: J +- {j I 9ij 0 Ai}
8: for all j E J do
9: cij +-Fi (bi)

10: 6ii +-min{ciJ, I ibi} (Eq. 3.12)

11: hij +- H (ij > E)

12: end for
13: j* +- argmax(cij - hij)

jEJ

14: '9ij < (i, j* Eii )
15: if Eigj - hij* > 0 then
16: bi +- bi G 9ij
17: Ai +- A U 9ij*
18: else
19: break
20: end if
21: end while
22: return (bi, Ai)
23: end procedure

running a bundle building phase (BW-BB at line 11) and a task consensus phase

(BW-TC at line 12).

Bid Warped Bundle Building (Alg. 5: BW-BB) Again, for each agent i, the bundle

building phase is run independently.

1. All current tasks in agent i's bundle bi and tasks won by agent i in its local bid

space A, (lines 3,5 in Alg. 5) are removed.

2. Define a set of available tasks J to be those that are not already won by agent

i (line 7).

3. For each task j E J, each agent i uses its local internal score function ci, +-

Fi (bi), which is a function of its current bundle, to create a score cij (line 9).
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Again, Fi, (bi) is implicitly a function of the assignment constraints G(x, r) ; d

posed in the problem formulation (Eq. 3.1) and if a proposed assignment will

not satisfy the constraints required by Eq. 3.1, Fij (bi) will return a value of -oo.

The only other requirement on the score function Fij in this formulation is that,

for each agent i, the returned scores must be repeatable. In this context, being

repeatable means that conditional on an identical bundle and set of constraints,

the function returns an identical score.

4. The score values cij are then warped using Eq. (3.12) (line 10).

5. Each of the warped bid values c,, is compared with the winning bid values for

the corresponding task j located in the local bid space A, to create an indicator

function defining if agent i can outbid the current winner of task j with its

warped bid (line 11). The task j* with the largest original score cij, whose

warped bid Eij would outbid the current winner in the local bid space is chosen

as agent i's next bid (line 13). A warped bid 9irj is created (line 14) and as long

as the value of the bid is positive Eij - hi. > 0 (line 15), it is placed at the end

of the bundle (line 16), and also replaces the current bid on task j in the local

bid space A, (line 17).

6. If no bids are able to be outbid in A, or the maximum bundle length Li is

reached, the bundle building phase terminates; if not, Steps 2-5 are repeated.

The key insight in this algorithm is that the value cij is used to rank the bids

but the warped bid 9ii is what is actually shared with the other agents and is

what is used to determine if a bid is able to overbid what is already in the bid

space A .

Bid Warped Task Consensus (Alg 6: BW-TC) The purpose of this function is to allow

agents to exchange task assignment information with neighboring agents. The code in

this algorithm is run independently for each agent, but neighboring agents synchronize

their Broadcast (line 3) and ReceiveMessages (line 4) steps.

1. This algorithm first updates the broadcast queue Qj, and the time stamp in-
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Algorithm 6 BW-TC: Bid Warped Task Consensus

1: procedure BW-TC(b?, bi, Ai, Qi, Zi)
2: Qj, Zi +- BW-TC-UQBC (Qi, Zi, b?, bi)
3: Broadcast(Qi)
4: Mj +-ReceiveMessages()
5 : A.I, QjI, Zi +-BW-TC-PRM(M I, Ai, QiI Zi)
6: return (A-,Qi,Zi)
7: end procedure

formation for agent i Zi(i, j) through the BW-TC-UQBC function (line 2) by ac-

counting for the changes between agent i's old bundle b? and its new bundle

bi. The details of this procedure are defined as Alg. 7.

2. The newly updated queue Qj is then broadcast to agent i's network neighbors

(line 3) using function Broadcast(Qj). Grouping sets of messages together is

necessary because they define a consistent information state from the sending

agent (i.e. some bids only make sense with the existence of earlier dropbids,

etc.). The consistency knowledge can be leveraged in the consensus protocol to

save future computation and communication.

3. The information received by each agent i, via the broadcasts from its neighbors

is collected as Mi (line 4) using the function Mi <-RecieveMessages(. It is

worth note that the message set for each agent may be different if the network

is not strongly connected.

4. The function BW-TC-PRM (line 5) is then called with the purpose of updating

local information (Ai, Qj, Zj) in response to the received messages Mi. The

details of this procedure are presented as Alg. 8.

Bid Warped Task Consensus Update Queue with Bundle Changes (Alg 7: BW-TC-UQBC)

The purpose of this function is to update the broadcast queue Qj and local time stamp

matrix Zi with the local changes made to agent i's bundle bi in the bundle building

phase (Alg. 5).

1. This algorithm first searches over all bids that were in the old bundle b but

not in the new bundle bi (line 2). A dropbid is then created for all of these
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Algorithm 7 BW-TC-UQBC: Bid Warped Task Consensus Update Queue with
Bundle Changes

1: procedure BW-TC-UQBC(Qi,Zj,b?,bi)
2: for all {9? 19?. E b?, 9ly V bi} do
3: Qi +- Qi U (Dropbid(9q.), tn)
4: Zi(i, j) - tno
5: end for
6: for all I (ij I 9i E bi, 9 i b?} do
7: Qi +- Qi U (9ig, tno +
8: Zi(i ) A- tno + 6
9: end for

10: return (Q, Z)
11: end procedure

bids (Dropbid(gfy)) and added to the broadcast queue Qi (line 3). Dropbid

is defined as a bid that signifies the removal of a previously placed bid. The

function Dropbid(s) returns a dropbid corresponding to bid s. Correspondingly,

the time stamp element for this task is also updated in Zi (line 4).

2. Similarly, the algorithm then searches over all new bids 9ij that are in the new

bundle bi but not in the old bundle b9 (line 6). Each of these new bids i (with

a time stamp) are added to the broadcast queue Qi (line 7) and the local time

stamp matrix Zi (line 8) with the current time tn, plus a small extra value

called 6. Its important that the time stamps introduced here are larger by this

small margin 6 to ensure that other agents can infer that these new bids are

later than potentially created dropped bids from earlier in the function at line

3.

Bid Warped Task Consensus Process Received Messages (Alg. 8: BW-TC-PRM) The

purpose of this algorithm is to update the local planning knowledge of agent i in

response to messages received Mi. The local knowledge updated includes agent i's

local bid space Ai, its broadcast queue Qi , and its local time stamp matrix Zi.

1. This function first searches through each message (7imj, tin) in Mi to find those

that are dropbids (lines 2-3). If the dropbid is new Zi(im, jm) < tm (line 4) ,

update the time stamp matrix (line 5), add the dropbid to the rebroadcast
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queue Qj (line 6), and if there is a bid 9imjm in agent i's local bid space Ai (line

7) created by agent im on task jm then remove it from the bid space A, (line

8).

2. This function then iterates through each message (9imjm tM) in Mi that is not

a dropbid (lines 13, 14). Again, if it is a new bid (line 15), update the time

stamp matrix for agent im and task jm. If there is not a bid in agent i's local

bid space A on task jm, then add the bid message to the bid space (line 18)

and add the bid and its corresponding time stamp to the broadcast queue Qj
(line 19). Otherwise there is a bid on task jm in the local bid space, so assign

the bid in the local bid space to the name 9', (line 21). If the bid message

8 ,maj is greater than the bid that is currently in the bid space ', (line 22),

then remove the old bid from the bid space (line 23), add the new bid message

to the bid space (line 24), and add the new bid message to the broadcast queue

(line 25). If the bid message does not outbid the local bid, then add the local

bid to the broadcast queue with its corresponding time stamp that is stored as

Zi(i', jm) (line 27).

3.3.4 Differences with Previous Work

The task consensus phase presented here is slightly different than the one that was

presented in [11]. The previously published consensus phase requires a rebroadcast

of every task at every iteration. Therefore, as long as messages can be assumed

to be delivered completely (and the network can be assumed to remain connected)

the approach presented in this chapter will use less messaging overall. However, this

approach is less robust to dropped messages or networks that change on the time scale

of the plan convergence time. In these domains some information may never reach

parts of the network. If the messaging channels are not reliable and messages are

not guaranteed to arrive, then the approach presented in [11] should be used. The

following performance and convergence guarantees assume the consensus protocol

defined in this chapter, but the same results with different notation and approach
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could be obtained by using an alternative consensus protocol like the one defined in

Table 1 of [11].

3.4 Convergence and Performance Characteristics

of BW-CBBA

This section proves the two main theoretical results of the chapter: 1) BW-CBBA

converges to a team-wide consistent solution in at most 2NtD iterations and 2) BW-

CBBA achieves non-trivial performance bounds for some classes of objective func-

tions. The only objective function assumption needed for convergence of BW-CBBA

is that given identical initial conditions (local bid space As and bundle bi), the sub-

sequent bid values produced are repeatable. Again, this condition allows for score

functions that are stochastic, but evaluating relevant metrics that decide bid ordering

over the stochastic distributions must be repeatable.

The proofs presented in this section do not follow the styles presented in [11] for

2 main reasons: 1) BW-CBBA does not return the same solution as a centralized

sequential greedy solver in all cases (as the CBBA proof had assumed), and 2) using

a proof by construction approach for the convergence analysis provides insight into

the algorithmic progression and is better suited as an analytical tool when evaluating

potential future modifications to BW-CBBA. A last note about this section is that

the performance proof returns the same bound as presented in [11] when the internal

score function F is submodular and monotonic.

3.4.1 Convergence Guarantee

Lemma 2. The values of the warped bids 9ij (line 14 of Aig. 5) added to bundles bi

have a monotonically decreasing ordering:

gi>i gijkil Vk E {1, ... , 1bil - 1} (3.16)

where 9 is the kth bid added to agent i's bundle.
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Proof. According to the definition of the bid warping (Eq. 3.12), the warped bid

values are defined as

C jk+1 = minIcijk~l ijk } (3.17)

forcing %ijk Cijkl. Two conditions can then arise:

1. Csjk > CZjkl and therefore j >_ gijk 1 from Eq. 3.13 of definition 1.

2. ij.k = Ci.kl1 but since (k < k + 1), 'ijk is located earlier in the bundle than

%ijk+1l From Eq. 3.15 of Def. 1, gijk >_ gij .

For the rest of this section, all bids considered will be assumed to be warped

bids. However, in order to reduce the notation clutter, all subsequent over bars

will be removed, but all bids discussed in this convergence guarantee section will be

considered to be warped bids.

Definition 3. Define an overbid s'b,, to be a bid that agent i receives via commu-

nication from other agents that changes its local bid space A, (A1g. 8). An overbid

can also be a dropbid which was previously defined as a bid message specifying the

removal of a previous bid. Dropbids are defined to have the same relative size as of

the bid they correspond to dropping (via Alg. 8, line 8) using the rule defined in Def.

1.

Definition 4. Define o-,j, (S') to be the largest bid in a set of overbids S' that is

received by agent i.

O-1,y,(S') = max s'f,
s/ , ,ES'

Theorem 5. After an agent i receives a set of overbids S', all bids larger than the

largest overbid o-1,j,(S') will remain unchanged, i.e. all bids sij G bi s.t.

sij >- o-4,y,(S') (3.18)
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will remain in agent i's bundle bi at the next bundle building iteration.

Proof. The form of this proof will be to first show that bids smaller than oij(S')

cannot affect the assignment of larger bids, and thus show that bids larger than

oxy,(S') will not be dropped. First assume that se e E bi s.t. s -e aj G,(S') and

3sij E bi s.t. si >- oi,(S') then

From bundle monotonicity (Lemma 2) the assignment of sij can not depend on the

assignment of sie (because sij is larger and thus earlier in the bundle, preventing the

value of sij depending on the assignment of sje) and thus without loss of generality,

sij will not depend on any bids in its own bundle bi smaller than Ox ,(S').

Thus, all that must be shown is that all bids sij >- roj (S') will not be affected by

any of the bids in S'. The bundle construction procedure uses an indicator function

hij +- fJ I(cij > cgy) (Alg. 5, line 11). The elements of the indicator function can

only be different on tasks j' for which s',g E S'. Therefore, during bundle building,

the selection of the next best bid sgiy. (Alg. 5, line 14) will return identical results

for all bids s >- ai jo,(S'). Lii

A note about Thm. 5 is that it depends on bid warping to ensure Lemma 2.

If bundles are not monotonic then 3i, s5 i E bi, s e E bi s.t. sij - se, where the

assignment of sij depends on the previous assignment of sie (i.e. the value of the

bid on task j increases because of the assignment of task jE). This is exactly the

condition that can lead to algorithmic cycling and is what bid warping prevents.

Theorem 6. The largest new? bid si, (Alg. 5, line 14) that can be added to agent i's

bundle bi after receiving a set of overbid messages S' will be smaller than the largest

element of S', i.e.

o,Tj (S') >- sijj. (3.19)

2"New" here refers to a bid that was not included in the bundle of the previous bundle building
iteration
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Proof. From Thm. 5, all bids si3 in agent i's bundle bi, s.t. sij >- o-ij(S') will be

preserved. For this proof, construct a new bundle bt starting with all old elements

s9 E bi s.t. s?>.- aj (S'). The strategy for the rest of this proof will be to show that

the next bid s*. added to bt is smaller than oa,(S'). Lemma 2 then guarantees

that all other new bids added during the rest of the bundle building operation be

smaller than s , and thus less than jj,(S').

Define sie to be the largest bid in the old bundle bi that is less than -iej(S').

If no bids in bi are smaller than -i j,, (S'), treat sfje as an empty bid of score 0 (all

bids with positive score are bigger than it). The rest of this proof will formalize how

each overbid s'i, E S' can affect the next largest bid in b'j.

The only way that the next largest bid s*. can increase its value compared to

its counterpart in the old bundle si® (i.e. s* , se) due to receiving an overbid

s'gj is if an element from the indicator hij (Alg. 5 line 11) changes from a 0 to a 1.

This can only occur if s'3 , is specifically a dropbid, and thus removes a bid on task

j' in agent i's local bid space A, (Alg. 8, line 8). This is because only a dropbid can

decrease the winning scores in Aj. All other overbids will only increase the winning

score in the local bid space. If Alg. 5 line 11 had previously been returning 0 (before

the dropbid arrived), it means that the previous winning value on task j' (before

the dropbid) c'j, > Fy (bf) (otherwise hij, would have returned a 1). Therefore,

either s >e s', and the next-best bid will remain unchanged (s , = sje) and thus

ox', (S') >- sE = s ., or s', > s> e and the next largest bid will become

* = max(Fig(bf), c )

and therefore from Def. 1, o0, > s'> sZ.

The result shows that no individual overbid s', can lead to the agent i increasing

its next largest bid s*, to be larger than ajj,(S'). Since s*. is simply the largest

possible next best bid, any collection of overbids S' will not allow s*. to be larger

than oujj(S') either. D

Theorem 7. Every agent of the team using B W- CBBA agrees on a globally consistent
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bidspace A in at most 2NtE algorithmic iterations.

Proof. The form of this proof will be to use a virtual agent that can observe the

algorithmic progression (without affecting the agents). This observer is able to con-

struct a globally consistent bid space A by listening to the communication between

the agents. The existence of A can be used to guarantee algorithmic convergence. It

will be shown that once a bid is placed in A, it will never be dropped by the agent

that placed the bid or outbid by another agent. Therefore, when all bids made by

agents in the team are located in A, the algorithm has converged. The proof will use

induction to build up the global bid space A.

Initialize A = {}. The base case of the induction proof requires that the first

bid added to the global bid space (JAI = 1) will never be dropped by the bidding

agent and will never be outbid by any other agent. This is shown by first considering

that for each full plan constructed by BW-CBBA, the algorithm starts with a bundle

building phase (Alg. 4) where each agent i is initialized with a possibly inconsistent

local bid space Ai. If this is the first plan for a new mission, A, will be empty, but

if this plan is a mid-mission replan, A, will be the last known estimate of the team

assignment (which may be outdated). As defined in Alg. 5, each agent i removes its

own bids from its own local bid space A, (lines 2-4) and clears its own bundle bi = {}

(line 5). After the first iteration of bundle building completes (Alg 4, line 11) for all

agents i, there are two outcomes relevant to algorithmic convergence:

1. There exists a bid s',j, in the local bid space Ai of some agent i that is larger

than all other bids in the network (including all bids in the actual bundle bi of

agent i'.) More precisely, 3i, s',g E A, s.t. Vi, Vsi E b2, s', > s This arises

when one agent is assuming the existence of a large old bid that is no longer

valid. When bid information is propagated in the algorithm's consensus phase,

agent i will receive a dropbid removing the assignment of s',y (constructed via

Alg. 5 by agent i' ) in no more than D algorithmic iterations.

2. After the large outdated bids are removed from bid spaces, there will exist an

actual bid s', in the bundle bit of some agent i' s.t. Vi, Vsi E bi, s.t. sij #
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s'gg,, s'gj, > sij. From Thm. 6, no other agents will be able to generate a larger

bid siy >- s',j in the future because s', is the largest bid in the fleet and thus

is the largest bid that can be an element of an overbid set S'. From Thm. 5, s'i,

will remain in the bundle of agent i' forever because, since no other agent can

outbid s'b,, it will never receive an overbid larger than s'b,. After E consensus

phases all agents will receive s', and thus overall, in at most 2D algorithmic

iterations, s',j can be added to A and JAl = 1.

Therefore it must be shown that if we assume a global bid space A of size JAl = n

and that all bids currently in A will never be dropped or outbid, then in at most 2D

algorithmic iterations there either exists another bid to add to A or the algorithm

has converged. More formally, either Vi sjj E bi s.t. sij 0 A (the algorithm has

converged) or 3s',g E b', s',j A s.t. Vi, Vsij E bi, sij 0 A, s't : sij, s'g >- sij.

In this step three scenarios can arise:

1. There are no bids in the network that are not already in A or more formally,

Vi $sij E bi s.t. sij 0 A. In this case the algorithm has converged.

2. A bid sij has been created and has been inserted into the global bid space A,

but agent i' has yet to receive a message containing sij and thus has a bid on

task j in its bundle bi that is smaller than si. More formally, the scenario

arises if 3sij E A s.t. 3s', E bi s.t. i f i'. By the inductive assumption, sij

will never be outbid. Therefore, in at most D - 1 iterations, i' will receive a

message about sij and drop its bid s' When s is dropped, agent i' may be

forced to drop other tasks as well that were dependent on the assignment of '

Define the largest bid of these additional dropped bids as sfge. If the dropbid

s .. is larger than all other bids not yet in A (if Vi, Vsij C bi, s 3 s A, sije $ sij,
0sie >- si), then the algorithm requires an additional D iterations to allow for

this dropbid to propagate to all agents. This is required because sije will be in

the overbid set S' that is being communicated to all agents, and according to

Thm. 6 bids can be added up to the size of sig . Thus a new largest bid will

be possible until all agents have received dropbid message of sig . This results
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in 2D - 1 algorithmic iterations and a transition into the criteria for scenario 3

below.

3. There exists a bid s', in some agent i"s bundle bi that is larger than all other

bids sij in every other agent's bid spaces that is not currently located in A

(s'ggl E bi s.t. s ,j A and Vi, Vsi3 E Aj, Vsij # 4 si,, sij A, si,y >- sij).

Since no tasks in A can be outbid (inductive assumption) and no agents are

currently outbid on tasks in A (which is handled by scenario 2 above), when

the largest bid in the team not yet in A (s',y) is shared, no other agents will

be able to outbid it (due to Thm. 5). Additionally, since i' will never receive

an outbid message greater than s',j (because no other agents can bid higher

(Thm. 6), s',j will stay in the bundle of agent i forever (Thm. 5). Therefore,

A +- A U si,, ==> |A| = n + 1 in 1 iteration.

Therefore, incrementing A can be achieved in at most 2D algorithmic iterations. This

then proves that a globally consistent bid space can be constructed during algorithmic

execution in at most 2NtD algorithmic iterations (2D - 1 iterations from scenario 2,

and 1 iteration from scenario 3). This also means that every individual agent will

agree on the full bid space in at most 2NtD, and thus BW-CBBA has converged.

3.4.2 Performance Guarantee

This section will define when non-trivial performance guarantees for BW-CBBA are

available, and how close to optimal these guarantees are. The form of the following

performance analysis is inspired by Theorem 11 in [28]. This section will use set

function notation when referring to objective functions. Therefore the notation F(A)

will specify the score function F evaluated on the bid space A. Further, define the

notation A W to be the bid space returned using objective function F with BW-

CBBA. Similarly, define A* to be the optimal bid space with respect to objective

function F. Additionally define Ak to be a bid space constructed from the largest

k warped bids of A'W where sik5k is defined to be the kth element added to A'w
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(which was constructed by agent ik on task Jk) using the global bid space construction

procedure from Thm. 7.

The form for the following proof will be to compare the optimal allocation A*

evaluated on the desired non-submodular objective function F(A*F), to the optimal

allocation A*k over a sequential set of modified objective functions F. Before de-

scribing the main result, a few definitions and a lemma will be needed.

Definition 8. Define the sequence of score functions Fk over a subset J of the full

task set J where J +- J\ k 1 ik as

F0 (A) = F( A)

Fk (A) = Fk-i1(A Usikik) - Fl1(sikjk), Vk [|I|

where [IJ|] is defined as {1,...,Jj|}. This can be equivalently defined using partial

bid spaces and the original objective function F as

Fk(A) = F(A U Ak) - F(Ak), Vk E [|i|l

Both forms of Fk will be used for proving convergence guarantees.

Definition 9. Define a submodular lower bound function H to the desired mission

objective function F as

H(0) = F(0)

H(A U s) - H(A) = min (F(A' U s) - F(A')) Vs, A.
A'CA

Definition 10. Define a parameter E that defines a measure on the non-submodularity

of the mission objective function F as

+c= max F(AUs)-F(A)
s,A H(A U s) - H(A)

Given that ratios are used in the definition of e, it is important that F is monotonic.

Other alternative measures of non-submodularity are available and would be needed
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for non-monotonic functions. If the desired mission objective function F is actually

submodular then E = 0 and F = H.

Combining Def. 10 and

F for all bid spaces A as

Def. 9 provides a submodular upper and lower bound on

(1+ E)H(A) F(A) H(A),VA. (3.20)

Definition 11. Define the minimum possible bid cmin on task jk as

cki = min F(A Usk) - F(A),
A

where for monotonic functions cmij > 0.

Lemma 12. The scores 56k4k of warped bids ginkg will be greater than or equal to the

bid's incremental value evaluated on objective function H as defined in Def. 9,

Ctigk H(Ak_1 U Sikk) - H(Ak-l).

Proof. Two cases are possible, either

1. sikik does not change its value when warped and thus its warped value is the

incremental score w.r.t. objective function F

Eikik = F(Ak1 U sikik) - F(Ak_1)

Def. 9
> H(Ak_1U sikik) - H(Ak_1)

2. The value Bikk of the warped bid ' ikjk has decreased due to bid warping. This

requires that at least one bid constructed by agent ik is already in Ak-1. These

bids already in Aki will be called Ae where AE C Ak_1. Define bid SikJkE E A®

to be the winning bid at iteration ke. The values of the unwarped bids located
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in A9 were defined as

Cikie F(Ake1 U sikjeG ) - F(Ake_1) (3.21)

At iteration kE the bid on task ike by agent ik was the winning bid, therefore

at that time it was greater than agent ik's bid on task JA,

Cikjk® F(Ake1 U sikik) - F(Ake_1), Vke (3.22)

From the definition of bid warping in Eq. 3.11 and the assumption of this proof

clause that the value of gikjk has decreased due to bid warping, the warped bid

on task JA is defined in terms of a minimum over all of the bids located in agent

ik's current bundle (which has the same elements as AE)

Eik -= min Cie (3.23)
Sikike

and therefore from the definition of H (Def. 9), a minimum over a larger set

will always be smaller and thus

CzkJk H(Ak_ 1 U sikik H(Ak_1) (3.24)

Theorem 13. If there exists an H as defined in Def. 9 and e as defined in Def.

10 and the mission objective function F is monotonic, then a provable performance

bound between the BW-CBBA allocation A w and the optimal allocation A*F exists

as

F(A* <2 + E) F (A BW) (3.25)

Proof. In order to simplify the notation of the following proof, a few notational sub-

stitutions will be made:
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1. s* +- S -1 where sikj1 is the bid made on task Jk in the optimal assignment2k k

using objective function Fk_1,

2. sk - Sikjk to represent the kth bid from the BW-CBBA bid space A'W

3. Ae +- A*k_1 \ s* to represent the optimal bid space w.r.t. Fk1 without the bid

s* that was made on task jk.

Begin the proof by noting that the value of the optimal bid space constructed

w.r.t. objective function Fk, will always be greater or equal to the evaluation of any

other bid space on this objective function Fk.

Fk (A*Fk ) > Fk (A*) (3.26)

Then using the definition of Fk from Def 8, the right hand side can be expanded

as

Fk (A*) = Fk_1 (A* U Sk) - Fk_1 (Sk),

which can then be creatively rewritten as 3 terms

Fk(A*) = Fk-1 (AFk-1) (3.27)

(Fkl (Fk-1) - Fk_1 (A*)) - (3.28)

(Fk_1 (Sk) - (Fk_1 (A* U Sk) - Fk_1 (A*))) (3.29)

The three terms correspond to: the value of the optimal allocation over Fkl (Eq.

3.27), the incremental value for the bid on task ik in the optimal allocation using

objective function Fkl (Eq. 3.28) and the change in the value of the bid made in

the bid warped allocation sk due to the addition of the optimal bid space w.r.t Fk-_

without the optimal bid on task Jk (which was previously defined as A*) (Eq. 3.29).

The next step is to further rewrite the term defined as Eq. 3.28. First observe

that gikjk was the kth element added to the global bid space during BW-CBBA, so
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conditional on an already locked-in bundle of Ak-1,

C ikj k 6kik ! Ck (3.30)

where Eitk, is the warped value that agent i* (the optimal winner in allocation

A*F,_) could have bid given a bid space of Ak_1, eiiik is the actual warped value bid

in BW-CBBA and Ck is the un-warped value of that bid. The relation Eit :5 E ikik

holds because if it did not, bid Sitk, would have been chosen instead as the kth element

in the bid warped allocation. Additionally, Eikk <_ Ck because bid warping can only

decrease the value of a bid. From Lemma 12

, H(Ak_ 1 U si'ik) - H(Ak_1) (3.31)

the potential warped candidate bid sitjk created by agent i* will be greater than its

incremental contribution defined over H. Since H is submodular, adding the rest of

the optimal assignments from A*k_1 to the evaluation of the incremental value of Sijki

can only decrease its value.

EiC-Zk H(Ak_1 U A*Fk_) - H(Ak_1 U A*Fkl \ Si jk) (3.32)

Incorporating this with the definitions of H (Def 9) and e (Def 10) from Eq. 3.20 and

the equivalence of the two forms of F from Def. 8 implies that,

(1 + e)kj, (F_ 1 (AFk - Fk_1 (A*)) . (3.33)

Finally, combining Eq. 3.33 with Eq. 3.30 provides a bound on the term defined as

Eq. 3.28.

(1 + E)Ck > (Fk-1 (A*Fk - Fk1 (A*)) (3.34)
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The next objective is to bound the term defined as Eq. 3.29. From the definition

provided as Def. 11, Eq. 3.29 can be upper bounded as Ck - cki". If this result and

Eq. 3.34 are substituted into Eqs. 3.28 and 3.29 and sequentially iterated for all k

using the relation in Eq. 3.26, an optimal performance bound can be achieved as,

I7ii
F(AF) : ((2 + 6) Ck - Cmin). (3.35)

k=1

If functions are only known to be at least monotonic (cmin = 0, Vk) this can be

simplified to the desired result,

F(A*F) (2 + e) F (AFW). (3.36)

3.4.3 Handling Non-Deterministic Score Functions

As was mentioned above in Sec. 3.3.3, it is necessary to have repeatable evaluations

of score functions. This constraint allows the use of stochastic score functions as long

as the approximate evaluation of stochastic metrics is repeatable. For example, if the

evaluation technique uses the same set of particles for sampling the uncertainty, or

the same algorithm seed at every evaluation of the score function, then the function

will return a repeatable value. Truly stochastic function evaluations (where their

value is not repeatable), however, do not have absolute convergence guarantees with

this approach. Certain stochastic distributions may converge almost surely, but these

special cases are not further explored in this thesis.

3.5 Results using BW-CBBA

This section provides performance and convergence comparisons between several

global information consistency assumption (GICA) algorithms and local information

consistency assumption (LICA) algorithms. The results will show that LICA algo-
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rithms can significantly reduce algorithmic convergence time over competing GICA

algorithms. Additionally, the bid warping approach described in Section 3.3.2 can

significantly improve the performance of LICA algorithms. In fact, in all of the do-

mains tested for this chapter, BW-CBBA actually returns the same allocation as

comparable GICA algorithms.

3.5.1 Non-submodular fuel penalty: 2 agent case

The first example considers a simple mission where two agents achieve reward by

visiting a set of locations in the environment. The score function associated with this

mission is defined as:

N. Nt

J= E ( Rxij - fidi(bi) (3.37)
i=1 (j=1

where a reward of R is obtained for each task visited, and cost is defined as the fuel

cost fi multiplied by the distance travelled di(bi) by agent i for its assigned group

of tasks bi. Fig. 3-4 visually compares the planned paths for a 2 agent, 30 task

mission, using the original baseline CBBA algorithm with a submodular approximate

score function (a) and BW-CBBA augmented to utilize the true non-submodular

score function (b). The numerical values used for this experiment were a reward

R = 100 and a fuel penalty fi = 10. As was introduced in Ex. 3 of Sec. 3.2,

one heuristic approach to ensure submodularity within the original CBBA framework

involves approximating the cost in Equation (3.37) by a distance measure based only

on the initial agent position and the task locations. This heuristic score function

cannot explicitly capture how task desirability can increase due to the assignment

of other tasks. This results in the algorithm's selection criteria being driven by the

tasks proximity to the agent's initial position instead of where it will fit into the

agent's current path (Fig. 3-4(a)). Conversely, Fig. 3-4(b) demonstrates how BW-

CBBA uses the non-submodular objective function to create intuitively much better

assignments by capturing the inherent non-submodularity in the desired objective

function.
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3.5.2 Non-submodular fuel penalty: Monte Carlo results

This experiment provides Monte Carlo results comparing the performance in vari-

ous mission scenarios for 5 different algorithms. The scenarios used in this section

were designed to show two things: (1) even in environments where reaching global

consistency is possible, GICA algorithms can require many iterations to reach a con-

vergent solution and (2) by utilizing BW-CBBA, the score performance gap of using

a LICA algorithm is negligible in practice. The environment for these Monte Carlo

tests places tasks and agents at random locations in a two dimensional rectangle of

dimensions roughly 34 by 12. (These numbers correspond to the shape of the lab

physical flight volume.) The agents are modeled in a continuous domain where the

speed of the agents was fixed at a maximum of 0.6, the time agents were required to

pause to "complete" the tasks was set to 1 time unit, and all tasks expired after 100

time units. The objective function for the environment-was identical to Eq. 3.37 with

a reward R = 100 and a fuel penalty fi = 10. The agents have identical fuel penalties

and speeds but this is not required by any algorithms used in this experiment. The

agents objective functions, however, are heterogeneous because they depend on both

the agents' starting locations and the full bundles assigned to each agent. Every data

point in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 is an average number over 500 Monte Carlo trials. The

computational environment for these experiments utilized a separate computer for

each agent communicating over a virtual communication network that was defined as

a minimum spanning tree over the agents' randomized starting positions. This pro-

vides a level of realism to the simulated performance of the algorithms because the

only information shared between the agents were the actual task bids, and thus true

communication synchronization was required between the distributed agents. Chap-

ter 5 will revisit similar experiments using actual ad-hoc communication network

implemented in hardware. The five planners used in these tests are

1. Sequential auction. A GICA algorithm (as defined in [27]) which essentially

involves the team incrementally building up a global bid space 1 task at a time.

This requires every member of the team communicating with all other agents
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for every single task assignment.

2. Implicit Coordination. The implicit coordination implementation in this chap-

ter utilizes a poor information environment because each agent independently

optimizes its own objective function ignoring the contributions of other agents.

The result gives the team-wide performance when no explicit cooperation is

used.

3. BW-CBBA (as defined in Section 3.3.2) is the LICA contribution of this chapter.

4. CBBA Unwarped refers to the baseline solution described in [11] which uses an

a priori approximate submodular function.

5. BW-CBBA with GICA, a variant of BW-CBBA implemented for this thesis,

that ensures that every agent's local bid space is equivalent to the global bid

space before every bundle building phase. This algorithm is essentially a bun-

dle version of a sequential auction and thus approximates the fastest expected

convergence time of a GICA auction algorithm.

Planners not run in this test include those that predict assignments for teammates

and incorporate this information into their prospective assignments. These algorithms

require sharing a different domain of information (including information about other

agents actual objective functions) and are not considered in this chapter. Tradition-

ally, these approaches would be considered GICA algorithms because they require

information about the entire fleet to guarantee convergence [12, 31, 44], but Chap-

ter 4 will present a new algorithm that uses information about other agents score

functions to achieve an increase in algorithmic performance.

The experiments shown in Figs. 3-5 (a) and (b) are a 2 agent Monte Carlo run

with 500 trials averaged for each data point. Fig. 3-5 (a) shows that BW-CBBA

performs identically to both of the GICA algorithms. The implicit coordination tech-

nique performs reasonably well since the tasks expired at 100 time units, which made

it impossible for both agents to service all of the tasks. Thus, there was relatively lit-

tle overlap in desired assignments between the agents in this no-coordination planner.
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Unwarped CBBA actually performs quite poorly, especially for high numbers of tasks,

because its objective function cannot capture the non-submodular coupling that exists

between servicing tasks that are near each other. Fig. 3-5 (b) highlights the conver-

gence times for each of these algorithms. The first remarkable aspect about this figure

is the large number of iterations required for convergence using the sequential auction

algorithm. Even though there are only 2 agents and thus the network diameter is

1, it takes a full iteration for the assignment of every single task. BW-CBBA and

BW-CBBA GICA use significantly fewer iterations for all sized task environments

and actually require the same number of iterations to reach convergence. This is be-

cause the 2 agent network is fully connected, causing the agents using BW-CBBA to

have consistent local bid spaces after every iteration. Thus the algorithmic execution

of BW-CBBA and BW-CBBA GICA is identical. These approaches take less than

1 more iteration on average than the unwarped CBBA. The extra convergence time

is due to a slightly more complicated optimization between the two agents which is

taking into account the non-submodular objective function. Since there is no explicit

coordination with implicit coordination it always "converges" in 1 iteration. The

take-away from Figs. 3-5 (a) and 3-5 (b) is that even with 2 agents, BW-CBBA out-

performs the unwarped CBBA significantly in score performance for a small penalty

in an increased number of iterations for convergence. Additionally, its performance

is identical to the tested GICA planners.

The experiments shown in Figs. 3-6 (a) and (b) are Monte Carlo runs with 200

task environment and 500 trials averaged to create each data point. Fig. 3-6 (a) shows

identical performance between BW-CBBA and the GICA algorithms. Additionally,

it shows a significant performance gap between unwarped CBBA and the implicit

coordination approach, especially for smaller team sizes. When the team size reaches

8 agents and above, BW-CBBA and the GICA algorithms are able to service all of the

tasks efficiently under the 100 time unit task deadlines (the only improvement comes

from agents potentially starting nearer to desired tasks). The original unwarped

CBBA, even with 20 agents, still has a mission performance gap because the objective

function is unable to capture the inherent coupling of travel distance in the objective
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functions. Theoretically, this performance gap may exist until each agent is only

servicing a single task, in which case unwarped CBBA and BW-CBBA will return

the same allocation. The performance of implicit coordination actually degrades after

12 agents because the costs of overlapping assignments start outweighing the benefits

of having more agents to service difficult-to-reach tasks. Fig. 3-6 (b) highlights the

number of iterations each planner requires to reach convergence. Again, the sequential

auction GICA algorithm takes significantly more iterations to converge than any of the

other planners. In fact, for the most difficult assignment problems of 20 agents and 200

tasks, this algorithm was requiring nearly 2000 iterations on average! This is due to

the fact that 200 tasks are assigned incrementally across an average network diameter

of 10. BW-CBBA GICA converges significantly faster than the sequential auction

because the coupling in the problem allows agents to agree on many task assignment

winners at the same time. Assigning multiple tasks simultaneously allows this auction

to reduce the convergence time by more than an order of magnitude. BW-CBBA,

a LICA algorithm, further reduces the number of iterations to convergence below

BW-CBBA GICA. In fact, for the largest problem sizes shown, BW-CBBA converges

50 iterations sooner. Intuitively this is because agents will rarely have allocation

conflicts with teammates that are highly separated across the communication network.

Therefore, conflict resolution is more efficiently conducted using local communication.

CBBA unwarped converges marginally faster than even BW-CBBA, but again this

is at the expense of significant degradation in score performance. The take-away

from Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 is that BW-CBBA significantly improves the performance

of traditional LICA algorithms (unwarped CBBA) while converging in significantly

fewer iterations than GICA algorithms. There is a hidden computation cost not shown

in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 that involves the onboard agent computation of the desired

assignments. For some domains, this extra computation may be quite relevant to

the convergence times of the algorithms and is worth investigation, but this chapter

is focused on understanding the information assumptions and communication costs.

Despite this, for the tests shown in Figs. 3-5 and 3-6, agent computation times

were negligible compared to the required infrastructure to synchronize communication
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between the decentralized agents.

3.5.3 Stochastic objective functions

The third scenario considered is meant to broaden the applicability of bid warping to

a less straightforward introduction of non-submodularity. In this environment, agents

must now service tasks with uncertainty in the planning parameters and task rewards

that are heterogeneously time-critical. In particular, the agents have uncertain ve-

locities and task service durations, although a probability distribution of the possible

values are known a priori (for this experiment they were chosen to be log-normal). In

this stochastic setting, submodularity can be broken both because of sampling effects

(as introduced in Example 4) and because the stochastic metrics implicitly couple

the effects of parameter uncertainty, and therefore couple task scores. This leads to

dependencies between tasks which can cause non-submodularity in the score function.

This type of coupling and non-submodularity is typically non-trivial, and designing a

submodular score function to fix it is difficult. This example demonstrates that BW-

CBBA can be successfully used for distributed stochastic planning. The algorithm

uses a "repeatable stochastic score function" which reuses samples associated with

planning parameters, making the problem look like a higher dimensional deterministic

problem to the planner. It is worth noting that non-submodularity in stochastic set-

tings is usually an issue even when the mean score function is submodular, however,

for consistency, this example uses the non-submodular form for the mean score func-

tion Eq. 3.37 (with non-submodularity caused by fuel penalties). Fig. 3-7 presents

Monte Carlo results for a 6 agent, 60 task, time-critical mission, with uncertain travel

times and task durations. The plot shows the risk-optimized mission scores for a cen-

tralized robust sequential greedy planner, the distributed robust BW-CBBA approach

[38], and a baseline deterministic CBBA. Once again the new stochastic BW-CBBA

approach achieves similar performance to the centralized planner and clearly outper-

forms the baseline unwarped CBBA approach. More details about this approach can

be found in [35, 37].
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3.6 Conclusion

Submodularity is a powerful property that can be exploited for provable performance

and convergence guarantees in distributed task allocation algorithms. However, some

mission scenarios cannot easily be approximated as submodular a priori. This chap-

ter introduced an algorithmic extension for distributed multi-agent multi-task assign-

ment algorithms that enabled them to converge using non-submodular score functions.

These enhancements utilized non-submodular ranking of tasks within each agent's in-

ternal decision making, while externally enforcing that shared bids appear as if they

were created using submodular score functions. Convergence and performance bounds

are proven for this new algorithm called BW-CBBA. The results of this effort showed

significant improvements over hand-tuned heuristic approaches that approximate the

true non-submodular score functions. The next chapter will introduce a hybrid ap-

proach that utilizes situational awareness in the planning process to produce good

allocations over an even larger class of objective functions.
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Algorithm 8 BW-TC-PRM: Bid Warped Task Consensus Process Received Mes-
sages

1: procedure BW-TC-PRM(Mi, AA )
2: for all ( timjm,tm) E Mi do
3: if jm is a Dropbid then
4: if Z(im, jm) < tm then
5: Zi(im, jm) +- tm
6: Qi +- Qi U (Timjm, Itm)
7: if gimjm E A, then
8: A *- Ai \ imjm
9: end if

10: end if
11: end if
12: end for
13: for all (gimjm, tin) E Mi do
14: if gimjm is not a Dropbid then
15: if Z(im, jm) < tm then
16: Zi(imniM) 'tm

17: if Vi', 9' , A, then
18: Ai +- Ai U imm,
19: Qi +- Qi U (gimjmI tim)
20: else
21: 9' jm - (I, m, I' E A
22: if gimjm > 'jm then
23: A, +- Ai \ 9'mim

25: Qi <- Qi U (gimjm, tm)
26: else
27: Qi +- Qi U (9ijm, Zi (Wim))
28: end if
29: end if
30: end if
31: end if
32: end for
33: return (A,, Qj, Zj)
34: end procedure
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Chapter 4

Hybrid Information and Plan

Consensus (HIPC)

This chapter will introduce a new algorithm that combines implicit coordination and

plan consensus. The combination of these two algorithmic paradigms allows for highly

coupled decentralized assignments that are guaranteed to satisfy mission constraints.

4.1 Introduction to HIPC

The origins of a hybrid approach began with the insight that if a plan consensus so-

lution was initialized with an implicit coordination allocation it might be possible to

reach consensus very quickly. This first algorithm was called CBBA with bootstrap-

ping. The main structure of this algorithm was to create an implicitly coordinated

allocation using whatever information was available amongst the agents. If this was

computed after global situational awareness consensus, the algorithm would converge

immediately. If there were conflicts in the assignment, or high value tasks had gone

unassigned, a plan consensus algorithm (CBBA) [11] was run using the implicit co-

ordination solution as the initial bundle on board each agent.

The strength of this approach was that if there existed highly coupled behaviors

what were obvious to the agents even with partial information, the initial implicit

coordination planner would find them, and this assignment would end up sticking.
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However, all it could take is 1 small piece of missing information to cause a cascading

failure in the initial assignment, and the algorithm would completely revert to a plan

consensus algorithm (CBBA) and suffer from the difficulties of pure plan consensus

LICA algorithms. This did not achieve the goal of creating a planner that can really

utilize this partial information agents had about each other to produce highly coupled

plans.

The intuitive solution to bootstrapping's failures is to run both implicit coordi-

nation and plan consensus at every iteration of the planner. This is in fact, exactly

the premise approach of the algorithm presented in this chapter. However, this adds

additional complications. An algorithm that simply appends together two different

algorithms and runs them sequentially will return very poor results. The interface of

the two algorithms provide 2 major issues:

1. In order for guarantees on performance and convergence, plan consensus algo-

rithms must assume that bids by other agents are truthful. If the values of these

bids are just predicted locally, any imperfect information used to generate these

predictions violate the constraints of the plan consensus algorithm.

2. Implicit coordination algorithms create complete assignments, it is not obvious

how to leverage previous assignments shared by other agents in the implicit

coordination solution. The decision must be made if conflicting bids were con-

structed under imperfect information and thus can be safely ignored or the

local implicit predictions are using imperfect information and the externally

produced bids should be trusted.

The result of these two major challenges is that extreme care must be taken

when constructing the hybrid algorithm to utilize implicit coordination efficiently,

without breaking the ability of plan consensus to guarantee assignment constraints

are satisfied.

Theoretically this formulation is appealing but in practice some properties of hy-

brid algorithms are even nicer than they may appear. From the structure of this con-

struction, asymmetry in information and communication is handled naturally. The
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assumptions from construction is that all extra information is useful, and thus asym-

metries due to increasing the situational awareness information of particular agents

only increases the power of the allocation algorithm. Additionally, in environments

where communication and information disperse over physical distances, its common

for nearby agents to know the most about each other while little is known about

teammates far away. In practice, distance is often a penalty in reward functions so

nearby agents tend to be the ones that collaborate most often. Since cooperation

is between nearby agents, and information consensus is strongest amongst nearby

agents, the predictive power is actually stronger among the pairings that actually

need it. For example, in a very large team, an agent may only have information

about 1 percent of the vehicles in a fleet, which happen to be the ones in its line of

sight. However, that agent is likely to only to need intense cooperation with other

vehicles in his vicinity, so this 1 percent is all the information he actually needs to

form highly coupled plans. Conversely, pure implicit coordination approaches that

only has 1 percent of the global information state onboard each agent would likely

perform poorly.

The rest of this chapter will discuss the details of algorithms that accomplish this

hybrid planning.

4.2 HIPC Overview

The Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC) algorithm is a decentralized

algorithm that provides task assignments for multi-agent, multi-task allocation prob-

lems. The algorithmic structure of HIPC is an iterative, 2 phase algorithm. These

two phases are: a local bid space creation phase where each agent generates a per-

sonal allocation of tasks (possibly using situational awareness of other agents in the

team), and a task consensus phase where conflicting assignments are identified and

resolved through local communication between adjacent agents. These two phases

are repeated until the algorithm converges. To further explain the relevant details of

the algorithm, some old notation will be reintroduced and some newer notation will
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be provided specifically for HIPC.

4.2.1 HIPC Notation

Bid A bid is represented as a triple: sij = (i, j, c), where i is the bidding agent's

index, j is the bid's task id, and c represents the bid score.

Bundle A bundle is an ordered data structure internal to each agent i, bi = {sij, ... ., si}

that consists of all n of its current bids. When new bids are made, they are

appended to the end of the bundle, thus the order in the bundle reflects the

relative age of each bid and thus the dependency structure of the bids, where

later bids scored depend on the assignment of all earlier bids in the bundle.

Bid Space The bid space is an unordered set of bids, defined as

A = {siiI,... siN N

where N is the index of the last element in the bid space. This set contains a

globally consistent set of the current winning bids in the fleet.

Local Bid Space A local bid space Ai is defined as a set that contains agent i's

current local understanding of the global bid space. In a fully connected net-

work, Ai = A after each communication phase, but in general, the geometry of

agents in the network may lead to information propagation latencies and thus

non-identical local bid spaces.

Network Diameter The network diameter, D, is defined as the communication

distance between the furthest agents in the communication network. More

formally, define the communication distance between any pair of agents i and

i' to be Di,. Define D = maxii DEj to be the maximum communication

distance over all agent pairs i and i'.

Neighborhood The neighborhood, AN, of an agent i is defined as the set of agents

that agent i has situational awareness over. Similarly an agent i's exact neigh-
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Algorithm 9 HIPC: Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus

1: procedure HIPC(b?,Ai,Mi)
2: while ki < 2E do
3: k> <- kf + 1
4: if 1Qi1 = 0 then
5: k+ ki + 1
6: else
7: k< 0
8: end if
9: bi, A.,AI +- HIPC-GA(A,Mr, kz)

10: Ai, Qi, Zi <-HIPC-TC(bi, bi, Ai, Qi, Zi)
11: b? +- bi
12: end while
13: return (b?,Ai,ANi)
14: end procedure

borhood A' is the set of agents that agent i has perfect situational aware-

ness over. By definition, an agent's perfect neighborhood always includes itself

(i E M) and an agent's perfect neighborhood is always a subset of its full neigh-

borhood (Me 9 X). If an agent i' E X, then agent i expects that it can predict

the objective values for agent i'. This does not mean that their task allocations

will be trivially identical even when perfect information is known because nei-

ther their neighborhoods (i # JVN) nor their local bid spaces (Ai $ A,,) will

be identical in general.

4.2.2 HIPC Algorithmic Description

The high level HIPC algorithmic description is given in Algorithm 9.

1. HIPC is a procedure run on-board each agent independently. HIPC is initialized

with an initial bid space Ai, an available task set J, and a set of agents Ai that

each agent i has situational awareness over (line 1). Note that Ai will contain a

set of agents A' that agent i knowingly has perfect situational awareness over.

2. The internal HIPC variables are initialized. The convergence iteration counter

is initialized to zero ki -- 0, the global iteration counter is initialized to zero
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kZ <- 0, the rebroadcast queue is initialized to empty Qj <- {}, and the time

stamp matrix is initialized to all zeros Zi +- zeros(Na, Nt).

3. Each iteration HIPC checks the convergence counter ki and the algorithm con-

verges if nothing has been added to the broadcast queue Qj for two times the

network diameter 2'D number of iterations (line 2). Following this, every itera-

tion the global iteration counter k[ is incremented (line 3), and the convergence

counter ki is updated according to the size of the broadcast queue Qj (lines 4-8).

4. The algorithm then calls the HIPC-GA subroutine with input arguments of the

local bid space Aj, the local neighborhood Mi and the global iteration number

k< (line 9). The function returns an updated local bundle bi an updated local

bid space A, and an updated local neighborhood N. The local neighborhood

would only be updated if agent i decided that planning for some agent i' was

hindering algorithmic performance and it dropped i' from Ni. The exact details

of this subroutine are outlined in Alg. 10.

5. The algorithmic then moves on to the consensus phase by calling the HIPC-TC

subroutine with inputs of the previous iteration bundle bo, the current bundle

bi, the current local bid space Ai, the current broadcast queue Qj, and the

current update times matrix Zj) (line 10). The outputs of this subroutine are

an updated bid space that takes into account the messaging between agents Aj,

an updated rebroadcast queue Qj, and an updated time matrix Zi. An alter-

native implementation for this consensus phase can be to use the one proposed

in [11]. If the communication network is non-static during plan construction,

this alternative consensus protocol would be required to maintain worst cast

convergence bounds. The details of this consensus algorithm are identical to

those described as Alg 6 for BW-CBBA so they are not duplicated here. See

the previous chapter for details.

6. Lastly, the current bundle is stored in b? for the next consensus iteration (line

11).
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Algorithm 10 HIPC-GA:HIPC Generate Assignment

1: procedure HIPC-GA(A's,Mr,kN)
2: x; -{}
3: for all sg~j s.t. i' E 9N, s'j E Ai do
4: A <- A \ sij
5: end for
6: while A r> do
7: Si Ai
8: A +- TAA(Ai,i)
9: Ai HIPC-CSAC(A,, A ,X, kN)

10: end while
11: return (bj,.A,MV)
12: end procedure

7. The algorithm returns an updates to its bundle b, its local bid space A,, and

its local neighborhood A' (line 13)

Creating the HIPC Assignment

The following section describes Alg. 10 which dictates how the local bid space A and

the local neighborhood A'; are incrementally updated inside of the HIPC algorithm.

1. The procedure takes in the output from consensus at the previous iteration A',

the current local neighborhood set .i, and the global iteration k (line 1).

2. The previous iteration local neighborhood is first initialized to empty Mi (line

2). Then all of the bids in the local bid space that belong to agents in my

perfect SA neighborhood .M, this includes self bids(line 3), are removed from

the local bid space A, (line 4).

3. The algorithm then enters a while loop that checks if the temporary local neigh-

borhood i is equal to the current local neighborhood A'j (line 6). These will be

trivially different on the first iteration because Ai was initialized to be empty.

If they are different, the temporary local neighborhood .i is updated to the

current local neighborhood and the algorithm continues (line 7).

4. Next, another subroutine TAA is called with input arguments current local bid
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space Ai and the current local neighborhood Ai (line 8). This subroutine returns

a temporary new local bid space A. The purpose of this subroutine is to

produce the actual updated assignments. Note that all bids made by agents

in A' are removed from the local bid space A before entering TAA, so the

assignments for these agents are built up from scratch. The details of TAA are

outlined in section 4.2.2.

5. Next, the algorithm checks to consistency of the new bid spaces with messages

that have been received with the HIPC-CSAC subroutine (line 9). This subroutine

is initialized with the potential new local bid space A, the old local bid space

A, the temporary neighborhood .Nj , and the global iteration counter k. This

subroutine returns an update to the local neighborhood M. The details of this

algorithm are presented as Alg. 11.

6. Once the local neighborhood hasn't changed due to updates in HIPC-CSAC, the

function returns agent i's current bundle bi (its contribution to the local bid

space), a the new local bid space A2 and new neighborhood set .i (line 11).

Checking Situational Awareness Consistency

The following section describes Alg. 11 which describes how agents i' are removed

from agent i's neighborhood Ni.

1. The procedure takes in the new predicted bid space A, the output from con-

sensus at the previous iteration Ai, the current local neighborhood Ai, and the

global iteration number k (line 1).

2. Next, the algorithm iterates over all agents i' that agent i has imperfect SA

over (line 2).

3. Then for each agent i', it finds the maximum bid in the predicted local bid space

A, that has not been confirmed by the bidding agent and thus would not be

located in Ai (line 3)
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Algorithm 11 HIPC-CSAC:HIPC Checking SA Assignment Consistency

1: procedure HIPC-CSAC(,A, Aj,, kN)
2: for all i' e M1 \ M. do
3: sgi = max siy

s., .EAj

4: if 3(k, s) E Fj s.t. s = 9gy then
5: if k + 2D < kfV then
6: Ni +- Ni i'
7: end if
8: else
9: FI = FI U (kf, sgj)

10: end if
11: end for
12: Return (Ai)
13: end procedure

4. Check if this largest bid is in agent i's previous overbid list, defined as Fi (line

4). Fi consists of pairs (k, 9gy) where k is the global iteration number where sil

was added to Fi.

5. Check if the pair k, 9i',) has been in the previous overbid list for longer than

2D global replan iterations (line 5). If the predicted bid has been in local bid

space for this long, remove i' from Mi (line 6).

6. If overbid is new, construct a pair of the global iteration number k , and the

new overbid 9.j and add it to FI (line 9).

7. When all of the agent's largest bids have been checked return the updated

neighborhood Mi (line 12).

Task Assignment Algorithm (TAA)

This implementation of HIPC can utilize any centralized task allocation algorithm

that satisfies the following required features (line 8 from Alg. 10).

* Bids on separate tasks must follow a bundle structure. Specifically, this means

that bids are created in an ordered way, where the value of each bid is based on
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acyclic dependencies. In CBBA, bundles are constructed as ordered lists, where

bids at later places in the list are dependent on the assignment of every previous

task in the list. This can be implemented with a generalized score function by

value of the most recent bid must be the incremental value of adding it to the

overall collection of personal tasks.

* The value of tasks shared with other agents is monotonically decreasing with

respect to their dependency structure. (i.e. if a bid si is dependent on a bid s 2 ,

then c < c2 . This can also accommodate arbitrary score functions by using a

process called Bid Warping as described in Chapter 3.

" Score function computations must be repeatable

The implementation of HIPC in this thesis uses a centralized implementation of BW-

CBBA as the TAA, but this is not required and may not be desired for some objective

functions. One of the powerful features of HIPC is that a task allocation algorithm

that uses perfect neighbor information and follows the 3 rules above can handle very

tight cooperation coupling. The algorithm used for the TAA in this thesis (BW-

CBBA), does not fully exploit the abilities of HIPC to produce coupled assignments so

future work could improve the performance of HIPC dramatically for highly coupled

objective functions.

4.3 Experimental Results

To validate the claimed results in this chapter two Monte Carlo experiments were

run to demonstrate performance in two simulated scenarios. The environments were

created in a room resembling the physical flight volume at the Aerospace Controls

Lab as can be seen in Fig. 4-1. In the Monte Carlo experiments run for this chapter,

both agents and tasks were randomly placed in the room according to a uniform

distribution over the open space.

The first Monte Carlo experiment was run where situational awareness was per-

fectly known for a subset of the fleet. The scenario run in Fig. 4-2 was with 5 agents
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Figure 4-1: Figure shows an example of what the planning environment and solution

would look like for a random example with 10 agents and 100 tasks. The small colored

circles in the figure represent the agents initial locations, the x's are the task locations

and the colored line segments represent the winning agent's estimated trajectory to

service its winning bids.

and a varying number of tasks for 100 Monte Carlo iterations where the number of

iterations is averaged over all of the runs. The parameter "HIPC size" refers to the

number of other agents that each agent has perfect situational awareness over (i.e.

HIPC size: (j.Af -1), Vi). In this figure a dramatic reduction of convergence iterations

can be seen as the HIPC size increases. The blue line in this figure, corresponding

to HIPC size: 0 is the result that pure plan consensus would give (exactly the BW-

CBBA solution). The magenta line in the figure, corresponding to HIPC size: 4

would be the global implicit coordination solution. All the space between these two

lines consist of hybrid solutions. In the experiment the HIPC size was kept consistent

for all agents, but recall this does not need to be true in practice. The HIPC size can

even be asymmetric between agents planning for each other.

The second Monte Carlo experiment highlights the contributions that imperfect

situational awareness can have on overall performance. The results of this experiment

are shown in Figure 4-3. This experiment was run on 7 agents with 45 tasks for 300

Monte Carlo iterations where the number of iterations is averaged over all runs. Again

in this graph HIPC size refers to the number of other agents each agent is planning

for (IlAi - 1) except in this examnple situational awareness is imperfect. The x-axis
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Figure 4-2: Figure shows the reduction in convergence iterations introduced when

perfect situational awareness is provided to HIPC. This example is a 5 agent scenario

run on a varying number of tasks. HIPC size refers to the number of other agents

each agent knowingly has perfect SA over (corresponding to (A/ I - 1).

in this figure is called "Starting Location Error". The way that this environment

was constructed is at each true location for a given agent, a box was centered at

this true agent location. The imperfect locations were constructed by sampling a 2

dimensional uniform distribution where the edge lengths of the sample regions were

"Starting Location Error" times the maximum dimensions of the arena. If multiple

agents i were predicting the same agent i', each agent i had a unique sample for the

expected location of agent i'. As expected, when the information is more consistent,

planning for more agents reduces the number of convergence iterations dramatically.

An interesting case to consider is when the HIPC size 1 - 6 lines cross above the

(HIPC size: 0) line. The crossing point for each respective line corresponds to when

the error in information is bad enough such that not considering any extra information

would have led to faster convergence. This increase in average convergence time is

a result of cases where the incorrect SA is leading to bad predictions and the agents

needed to learn to stop planning for those agents. This learning takes more time

than the potential savings of the predictive capability in other parts of the network.

In general, missions may have a combination of perfect and imperfect situational

awareness and the algorithm would handle this naturally. The convergence speed
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Figure 4-3: Figure shows the how the convergence rate of HIPC decays when situa-
tional awareness is degraded. The example used in this figure was 7 agents competing

over 45 tasks. The starting location error refers to a percentage of the entire arena
over which the initial location of agents in A1 can be wrong. HIPC size refers to
the number of other agents, each agent has partial situational awareness over (corre-
sponding to JAr - 1).

would be between the extreme cases. Also worth noting here is that for identical

problem statements, all "HIPC sizes" and "Starting Location Errors" returned the

same allocation with the only difference being the time to convergence. The fact that

the solutions converged to the same score was part of the design of the algorithm and

is a positive feature of this approach. Furthermore, for both experiments a global

consistency assumption planner[5, 27] could be used, and the number of iterations

for these planners would be the number of tasks assigned. This would lead to slower

algorithmic convergence than either BW-CBBA or HIPC.

4.3.1 Convergence Guarantees

Definition 14. A predictive bid s2'3 is a bid constructed in agent i's local prediction

A, (where i f i') that predicts an assignment that agent i' will assign to itself. These

predictions are not guaranteed to ever exist for agent i'.

Definition 15. A hanging bid seg is a predictive bid that is assumed to exist by

agent i that does not actually exist in the bundle of agent i'. A bid is considered
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hanging even if agent i' assigned task j to itself but the external scores do not match.

Definition 16. The largest hanging bid in the bid space A, of agent i will be defined

to be &iaj&

&i = max sig (4.1)
Sitj EAi

i'EKM\Ri

where A- is the predictive bid space for agent i, A, is the current local understanding

of the bid space of agent i (before predictive updates), and .M \ i defines the set of

agents that agent i has imperfect information over.

Theorem 17. A the largest hanging bid made by agent i about an agent i' e K \ A'

will exist for at most 2D algorithmic iterations.

Proof. Alg. 10 is responsible for generating new assignments Ai for each of the agents

in its neighborhood. The first time a hanging bid is created in the TAA, it will be

identified in Alg. 11 and added to the hanging bid container for agent i (1'j). If this

bid is ever proposed by agent i after 2D iterations from the first time that it arrives,

agent i' will be removed from neighborhood Mi of agent i and thus since the agent

will never be planned for again. If the bid is dropped before 2D iterations and agent

' remains in A', if this particular bid is ever attempted to be added again, agent i

will drop i' from M. E

Lemma 18. The values of bids produced from the TAA added to bundles have a mono-

tonically decreasing ordering of scores:

si/ - >- sii,, Vi' E Ji (4.2)

Proof. From the definition of TAA this is an assumption. E

Theorem 19. All bids in the predictive bid space A, of agent i that are larger than

both ajajoj and &isj& will remain unchanged for the successive bundle building opera-

tion.
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Proof. Similar to proof from bid warping section.

Theorem 20. If the next largest new bid in local predictive bid space of agent i is

not a hanging bid, it will be smaller than the largest element of S'

Proof. similar to proof from the bid warping section. E

Theorem 21. After an agent i receives a set of overbids S', all bids larger than the

largest overbid a-,j,(S') will remain unchanged, i.e. all bids sij E bi s.t.

sij >- o-4,,(S') (4.3)

will remain in agent i's bundle bi at the next bundle building iteration.

Proof. The form of this proof will be to first show that bids smaller than a-,j,(S')

cannot affect the assignment of larger bids, and thus show that bids larger than

o-7, ,(S') will not be dropped. First assume that 3see E bi s.t. se. -< c-,j,(S') and

3sij E bi s.t. si - ai,j, (S') then

sig & o-4,y(S') >-je

From bundle monotonicity (Lemma 2) the assignment of sij can not depend on the

assignment of sie (because sij is larger and thus earlier in the bundle, preventing the

value of sij depending on the assignment of stj) and thus without loss of generality,

sij will not depend on any bids in its own bundle bi smaller than o-ij,(S').

Thus, all that must be shown is that all bids sij >- o,j,(S') will not be affected by

any of the bids in S'. The bundle construction procedure uses an indicator function

hij <- J7 l(ci3 > cr3 ) (Alg. 5, line 11). The elements of the indicator function can
si 3 EAi

only be different on tasks j' for which s',j, E S'. Therefore, during bundle building,

the selection of the next best bid s~i, (Alg. 5, line 14) will return identical results

for all bids s* >- o-4,j, (S'). iE

A note about Thm. 5 is that it depends on bid warping to ensure Lemma 2.

If bundles are not monotonic then 3i, sij E bi, s e E bi s.t. sij - sie where the
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assignment of sij depends on the previous assignment of sie (i.e. the value of the

bid on task j increases because of the assignment of task je). This is exactly the

condition that can lead to algorithmic cycling and is what bid warping prevents.

Theorem 22. The largest new1 bid s , (Aig. 5, line 14) that can be added to agent

i's bundle bi after receiving a set of overbid messages S' will be smaller than the

largest element of S', i.e.

o-3,j,(S') >- s .j. (4.4)

Proof. From Thm. 5, all bids sij in agent i's bundle bi, s.t. sij >- U-,,,(S') will be

preserved. For this proof, construct a new bundle bt starting with all old elements

s E bi s.t. s? >.- c-,, (S'). The strategy for the rest of this proof will be to show that

the next bid s , added to bt is smaller than -,j, (S'). Lemma 2 then guarantees

that all other new bids added during the rest of the bundle building operation be

smaller than s** and thus less than a-,j,(S').

Define sie to be the largest bid in the old bundle bi that is less than o-4,j,(S').

If no bids in bi are smaller than a-,, (S'), treat sice® as an empty bid of score 0 (all

bids with positive score are bigger than it). The rest of this proof will formalize how

each overbid s', E S' can affect the next largest bid in b'.

The only way that the next largest bid s** can increase its value compared to

its counterpart in the old bundle se, (i.e. s* >,- ste) due to receiving an overbid

s'gy is if an element from the indicator hij (Alg. 5 line 11) changes from a 0 to a 1.

This can only occur if s't is specifically a dropbid, and thus removes a bid on task

j' in agent i's local bid space A, (Alg. 8, line 8). This is because only a dropbid can

decrease the winning scores in Aj. All other overbids will only increase the winning

score in the local bid space. If Alg. 5 line 11 had previously been returning 0 (before

the dropbid arrived), it means that the previous winning value on task j' (before

the dropbid) c',y > Fij (bt) (otherwise hij would have returned a 1). Therefore,

either se > s'y and the next-best bid will remain unchanged (s* = se) and thuszj i'j'je ndtu

"'New" here refers to a bid that was not included in the bundle of the previous bundle building
iteration
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i,(S') >_ se = s*., or s'y >_ sie and the next largest bid will become

c . = max(Fi, (bt), cte)

and therefore from Def. 1, oxy, a s'>- > si

The result shows that no individual overbid s', can lead to the agent i increasing

its next largest bid s . to be larger than -j,, (S'). Since sg. is simply the largest

possible next best bid, any collection of overbids S' will not allow s*. to be larger

than o-, (S') either. El

Theorem 23. Every agent of the team using HIPC agrees on a globally consistent

bid space A it at most 2N'D algorithmic iterations if Vi, i = .R .

Proof. The form of this proof will be to use a virtual agent that can observe the

algorithmic progression (without affecting the agents.) This observer is able to con-

struct a globally consistent bid space A by listening to the communication between

the agents. The existence of A can be used to guarantee algorithmic convergence. It

will be shown that once a bid is placed in A, it will never be dropped by the agent

that placed the bid, any of the agents who have perfect information about the agent

that made that bid, or outbid by any other agent in the team. Therefore, when all

bids made by agents in the team are located in A, the algorithm has converged. The

proof technique will use induction to build up the global bid space A.

Initialize A = {}. The base case of the induction proof requires that the first

bid added to the global bid space (JAI = 1) will never be dropped by the bidding

agent, any other agents that have perfect information about the bidding agent, and

will never be outbid by an other agent. This can be shown by first considering that

for each full plan constructed by BW-CBBA, the algorithm starts with a generate

assignment phase (Alg 10) where each agent is initialized with a possibly inconsistent

local bid space A,. If this is the first plan of a new mission, A, will be empty, but if this

is a mid-mission replan, Ai will be the last known estimate of the team assignment

(which may be outdated.) As defined in Alg. 10 , each agent i removes all of the bids

from every agent i' E .i from its local bid space Aj. After the first iteration of TAA a
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predicted bid space Ai is produced for all agents i, there are two outcomes relevant

to algorithmic convergence:

1. There exists a bid s'gy, in the predictive local bid space A, of agent i that is larger

than all other bids in the network (including all bids in the actual predictive local

bid space Aj of agent i'.) More precisely, 3i, s', E A, s.t. Vsij E As, s', >- sij.

This can arise in 2 cases: 1) if one agent is assuming the existence of a large

old bid that is no longer valid. When bid information is propagated in the

algorithm's consensus phase (Alg. 6), agent i will receive a dropbid removing

the assignment of s'y, in no more than D algorithmic iterations. 2) An agent

with perfect information can not predict a larger value on a task than the largest

bid in the team.

2. After the all of the outdated bids and any large hanging bids are removed from

the bid spaces, there will exist an actual bid s'y, in the local bid space prediction

Ai, of agent i' and for all agents i where i' E i that is larger than all other

bids constructed by any other agent.

Therefore from Thm 19, s'gj, will remain in the local predictive bid spaces of all

i s.t. i' E AFi forever because no other agent can ever outbid s',jI agents i will

never receive an overbid larger than s'g. After D consensus phases all agents

will receive s',g and thus s'j can be added to A and JAI = 1.

4.3.2 Performance Guarantees

Theorem 24. HIPC with imperfect situational awareness will converge to the same

solution as a centralized TAA

Proof. This result follows closely with the convergence proof. The winning bids that

a centralized TAA algorithm would return are sequentially locked in using exactly

the same logic as the convergence proof. LI
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4.4 Conclusion

This chapter presented the Hybrid Information and Plan Consensus (HIPC) algo-

rithm that was able to combine plan consensus and implicit coordination to produce

highly coupled allocations that are also able to converge much faster than traditional

approaches. The next chapter will show results of using HIPC over real adhoc com-

munication networks.
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Chapter 5

HIPC Hardware Experiments

This chapter provides hardware experiments that validate the performance of HIPC

on real missions. Two major classes of experiments were run. The first class of exper-

iments was used to demonstrate the real time, time extended performance of HIPC.

This setup involved using real robots moving around in the Aerospace Controls Lab

using simulated tasks and a simulated communication network. The second set of

experiments utilized decentralized Raspberry Pi's as agents that communicated over

an adhoc network. The goal of the experiments using this setup was to demonstrate

the performance improvement possible with HIPC in communication contested envi-

ronments.

5.1 Time-extended Mission Experiments

The purpose of the time extended experiments were to demonstrate how HIPC han-

dles a dynamic tasking environment and replanning as agents move around in the

environment servicing tasks. Although extensive quantitative experiments were not

conducted in this domain, qualitative runs of the experiment validated the approach.

Figure 5-1 contains 3 snapshots from a video collected of one of time extended runs

of HIPC. In this particular experiment 6 agents were used to service tasks in a rect-

angular environment. The environment initial contained 20 tasks with an additional

task added every 2 seconds. Additionally the communication between the agents was
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a

artificially limited in sinmlation such that agents could only communicate plan con-

sensus information about other agents when they were within a radius of about 1/3

of the total arena. When the agents were within a, radius of about 1/5 of the arena

the agents had noisy measurements of their neighbors positions. This produced an

extremely dynamic environment in both the communication domain as well as the

optimization domain.

K K
K

-

(a) Beginning of N

x

ssion

KI K

x x
,.1

(c) End ci 2\issiull

Figure 5-1: Snapshots of video capturing a, time extended HIPC mission using 6

hardware agents. In this experiment, both the tasks and the communication networks

were simulated but the physical agents were i-Creates. This gave the agents actual

motion dynamics and allowed the full demonstration of a HIPC planned mission.

Each snapshot captured in Figure 5-1 consists of three time evolving feeds. The

left two images stacked for each of the subfigures corresponds to cameras at each end
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of the room watching the hardware experiment evolve. The long narrow feed on the

right side of the subfigure is the UI that is being projected onto the ground in the

live hardware feeds. The orientation of the 3 figures is such that events happing in

the top of the UI will be happening in the top feed, and events in the bottom of

the UI will be shown in the bottom feed. The UI notation is as follows: the purple

lines represent the plan consensus network at that particular time, the orange lines

represent the current situational awareness network, the 6 colors each correspond

to a different agent, the colored dotted lines correspond to that particular agent's

planned trajectory, the dark colored x's signify the agent that is currently planning

on servicing a task at that location, the light colored x's represent that agent that

had serviced that task.

Figure 5-1 (a) shows the start of the mission where the plan consensus network is

strongly connected and only 2 agents have situational awareness information about

each other (the bottom two agents.) The generated solution has no conflicts at this

time because the plan consensus network is strongly connected. Figure 5-1 (b) shows

a snapshot of the mission about midway through. As can be seen, the completed task

network projected on the floor is getting dense. Additionally, while servicing tasks

the forest green agent has become disconnected from the rest of the team. During this

time, this agent still knows about the large bids made by the other agents on most of

the tasks in the environment, but when new pop up tasks arrive, it is not able to be

sure that it will be serviced. In this case the green agent forms a conflict with the tan

agent over who will service the task in the center of the room. The connected subteam

with 5 agents has agreed that the tan agent is best to service the task, but the forest

green agent was not part of this process. This is an unavoidable consequence of a

poor communication environment and a dynamic world. As the forest green agent

completes the tasks near the far side of the room and heads back towards the rest

of the team, these conflicts will be removed. This is one of the powerful features of

LICA algorithms, when communication becomes available, assignments can be fixed

immediately. Figure 5-1 (c) shows a snapshot near the end of the mission. The

network at this particular point has become quite interesting. The plan consensus
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network is strongly connected so assignments will not have any conflicts but there

is also 3 pairs of agents that have situational awareness measurements about each

other. These types of communication network happen naturally in environments like

this and the planner needs to be able to use all types of information when it is available

to construct the best plans in the least amount of time. These experiments were able

to verify the real time capabilities of HIPC in time extended planning missions.

5.2 Adhoc Planning Experiments

This section will demonstrate the real time hardware results of a 6 agent team Rasp-

berry Pi's, communicating through both adhoc networks and normal router protocols.

5.2.1 Adhoc Network Experiments

The primary purpose of these sets experimients was to prove the effectiveness of HIPC

compared to other algorithimic approaches (both GICA and competing LICA algo-

rithms) in real adhoc networks. For these experiments we created a hardware platform

of decentralized Raspberry Pi's that communicated with each other over an adhoc

network with a custom protocol tuned to give good performance for our planning

environment.

(a) Raspberry Pi B+ (b) Case

Figure 5-2: Hardware setup for using agents in the world

The software setup to enable the raspberry pis to operate in a dual network
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Figure 5-3: Lctosin ACL lab of each Raspberry Pi, with their
6 agent tests that are referenced throughout this chapter.

agent label for the

mode is presented in Appendix B. In order to construct a testbed to benchmark

the planning environment 6 agents were placed in fixed locations around the MIT

Aerospace controls lab. Due to logistical reasons only 6 agents were used. This is

because in order to construct non-trivial networks (even indoors) the radios need to

be spatially separated. Additionally, due to the long duration of a comprehensive

testing set up, the Raspberry Pi's needed to be in location that was securable over

night for the long duration tests. This meant that the largest, secure location that we

could use for testing was our lab space. This imposed the limitation that the largest

non-trivial network would be 6 agents (Figure 5-3).

In order to understand what is meant by the communication network when using

the adhoc radios the communication protocol will need to be described. For the

purposes of the communication iterations in HIPC it is important that information

is reliably shared between network neighbors. Since the communication network is

unreliable this requires a protocol on top of purely sending information over the adhoc

radios. The protocol needs to ensure that the network neighbors received the entirety

of the message, or needs to let the planning algorithm know that certain information

was not transmitted. Mechanically, this involves sending out information in small

packets, sleeping, and waiting for confirmation that the packets arrived. Because of
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the nature of the adhoc network, all the agents can occasionally recieve information

from all of the other agents in the fleet, but they cannot reliably send complete

sets of information to each other. Because of this, for the purposes of the Monte

Carlo experiments an artificial "fixed" network was constructed, where along the links

agents would require arrival of information. Any piece of information that reached an

agent not sent along the fixed communication link was used, but it was not confirmed,

nor would it imply that entire messages would arrive. In general, messages that

arrived between agents not on the main communication backbone would be severely

fragmented.

In order to fully characterize the dynamics of our adhoc network (and what it

would mean for planner convergence time) some benchmarking tests were run for

communication links defined in Figure 5-4. For full results of our benchmarking

experiments on every pairwise connection of agents, see Appendix D. A few things

to note here about the communication protocol is that there is a large range in

performance as certain parameters about the network are changed. The links in the

network are not symmetric. The physical obstructions that interrupt communications

do not act linearly. Depending on the geometry of objects and other background RF

noise, single directional links can often be much more reliable than their symmetric

counterparts

In each communication benchmark figures (D-1 a-e and D-1 a-e) the left bar graph

consists of an experiment where all 6 agents are broadcasting simultaneously after

deterministically sleeping for the noted time, the middle bar graph was created when

all 6 agents were broadcasting at the same time with independent random sleeps for

each agent with a uniform distribution between 0 and 2 times the noted value (thus

the average sleep is the noted value,) the bar graph on the right defines the arrival rate

if only 1 agent is broadcasting at a time and sleeping for the noted amount of time (in

this case total communication time will be 6x the other cases because the individual

agents would have to sequentially communicate in a preallocated time window). Each

bar defines the average over 100 trials of 1014 bytes of data sent in the noted packet

sizes, the error bars indicate the maximum and minimum arrival rate over these 100
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Figure 5-4: Network used for benchmark performance of algorithms using physical

hardware.

trials.

An extra, thing to note about these benchmarking trials is that it was discovered

that it took about 10 microseconds per byte for the full message arrival parsing

pipeline on board the Raspberry Pi's. This set a limit, on the minimum sleep time

as a function of the message size. The configuration chosen for the Monte Carlo

experiments was 500 byte messages sent all at once with deterministic sleeps of 50000

microseconds. The major design decision was mitigating the really bad scenarios (the

bottom of the black line error bars.) All it takes is 1 bad link to slow down the entire

network to care was taken to mitigate the worst cast performance.
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5.2.2 Monte Carlo Results

The major takeaways from the following figures is that HIPC can provide good as-

signment solutions over an adhoc network (exact solutions to centrally computed

assignments) and that comparing the run time of decentralized algorithms can be

very misleading when the communication network is actually good. One of the pri-

mary motivations for using decentralized algorithms in the first place was that com-

munications were not good enough to use a centralized planner (which will almost

always be preferred.) If decentralized algorithms designed for these poor commu-

nication environments are then run on a good communication network the results

can be misleading. When these decentralized algorithms are run on truly difficult

communication conditions (as are created with the ad hoc network) then the real

performance of the algorithms is displayed. The mission environment is very similar

to the ones described in the previous chapter's instantaneous plan Monte Carlo ex-

periments. Tasks are placed randomly around the arena. The score function consists

of a reward minus a fuel penalty times the distance traveled.

Figure 5-7 provides an overview of the score performance of the 9 competing

algorithms. For the next three figures, if the term robust network is used for a

particular algorithm, this corresponds to running the algorithm over a centralized

Wifi network (which is a good reliable network), otherwise the agents were planning

over the adhoc network characterized by Figs D-1 and D-4 and the closed loop protocol

described above. These score results are consistent with those shown in the previous

chapters. HIPC performs identically in score to its GICA counterparts, implicit

coordination suffers when it does not have access to full information and baseline

CBBA struggles because it has to use submodular approximations to the true non-

submodular score function.

Figure 5-8 demonstrates what was mentioned above that running decentralized

algorithms on a good communication network can actually be misleading. All of the

CBBA based algorithms converged in less than a few seconds when run over a reliable

communication backbone (dotted lines.) The real comparison is shown with the
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darker lines where the communication is happening over a real ad hoc communication

network. In this hardware environment, it can be seen that LICA algorithms converge

much faster (typically about an order of magnitude) than their GICA counterparts.

This is one of the main claims of this thesis and can be clearly seen in this figure.

This discrepancy is because of the tremendous hidden cost of communicating over

unreliable channels and the accompanying difficulties in algorithmic assumptions that

it produces.

Figure 5-9 provides a sanity check to show that there is not an extreme algorithmic

behavior difference (in number of iterations to convergence) between using a robust

network and an adhoc network. The big difference in convergence speed is due to the

communication delays imposed by poor networking conditions.

5.2.3 Poor Network Conditions

This goal of the final section of this chapter is to highlight the improvement possible

with HIPC in very poor network conditions. The predictive nature of HIPC allows

for prediction of possible assignments by neighbors that other past algorithms do not

have access too. An improvement can be seen over both pure implicit coordination

approaches and pure plan consensus approaches (when a diverse set of communication

channels is available.) In these figures the colored circles represent the 6 agents at

their starting locations, the colored dotted lines represented their predicted paths,

the pink arrows indicate situational awareness sharing in the direction of the arrow,

and the black arrows represent plan information sharing in the direction of the arrow.

Figure 5-10 highlights that as the SA consensus network grows, an algorithm

like HIPC can predict more and more of the eventual assignments. The takeaway,

however, is that it takes a large number of connections before the assignment becomes

fully conflict free. This means that a pure implicit coordination algorithm will require

almost complete information about the team before it is able to generate conflict free

allocations.

Figure 5-11 demonstrates a similar result for plan consensus. As the network

becomes denser, more and more of the conflicts can be avoided. Also, similar to the
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implicit coordination domains, it takes a fully connected network before all conflicts

can be resolved. This is a natural downside to purely plan consensus algorithms.

Figure 5-12 shows one of the other main results of this thesis which is that through

a sparse, asymmetric set of communication links, HIPC is able to construct a conflict

free allocation by merging different domains of information. This is one of the most

powerful things about the algorithm developed in Chapter 4.
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Chapter 6

Conclusion

This thesis explored the topic of decentralized task allocation. Specific emphasis was

placed on how and when decentralized task allocation should be applied as a decision

making tool for autonomous multi-agent missions. Even though the focus is on the de-

centralized aspect of task allocation, care was taken to identify the environments that

do not actually benefit from decentralization, and what task allocation solutions are

more appropriate for these environments. Chapter 2 provided a overview of the prob-

lem formulation and briefly surveyed the large number of task allocation approaches

available. The result was an understanding of the communication and computation

environments that. actually see a performance improvement when different classes of

decentralized task allocation algorithms are used. Chapters 3 and 4 introduced new

algorithms that address fundamental issues with the past approaches to decentralized

task allocation, and provided analysis on why these new approaches worked. Specifi-

cally, Chapter 3 introduced an algorithm called Bid Warped Consensus Based Bundle

Building (BW-CBBA) which increased state of the art performance for the class of

algorithms that utilize what was defined as local information consistency assumptions

(LICA). Chapter 4 introduced an algorithm called the Hybrid Information and Plan

Consensus (HIPC) algorithm, which uses LICA and multiple domains of information

consensus in order to improve algorithmic performance over algorithms that can only

use a single domain of information. Chapter 5 introduced hardware experiments that

verified and demonstrate the challenges associated with decentralized planning that
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were described throughout the thesis. Among other things, these experiments in-

volved running a large number of planning algorithms on-board remote agents and

analyzing their performance in different communication and mission environments.

6.0.4 Future Research Directions

There are a few promising new research directions that this research could be taken

in. The first is that there were no closed loop experiments done with real agents

moving around and interacting over a real adhoc network. The logistical challenge

of this was outside of the scope of this thesis but it might provide some interesting

insights into additional forms of interal optimizations that HIPC might be able to

take advantage of. The second is that only a centralized form of BW-CBBA was

used as the internal task allocator inside of HIPC. Other planners that are able to

exploit the coupling in the mission domain would open up HIPC to its true potential

of being able to produce highly coupled allocations while being a LICA algorithm.

This would be a very powerful result and would verify many of the claims about the

eventual performance of HIPC.

6.1 Summary of Thesis Contributions

1. Understanding of the multi-agent planning domains from the perspective of

communication aware algorithms (Chapter 2)

e Divides solution space into 3 main algorithmic paradigms, offline, central-

ized and decentralized

2. Understanding of the convergence and performance domain of LICA algorithms

(Chapter 3)

e New algorithm called the Bid-Warped Consensus Based Bundle Algorithm

(BW-CBBA) that allows for convergence and performance bounds with

non-submodular objective functions
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3. Introduction of HIPC, a planner that merges algorithmic paradigms to be able

to plan in any communication environment with any local information state

(Chapter 4)

" Understands how situational awareness about other agents affects plan

construction.

" Maintains explicit awareness of algorithmic assumption mismatches in or-

der to most efficiently use information and communication

* Requires that all solutions retain convergence guarantees and, when avail-

able, performance guarantees

4. Demonstration of decentralized algorithms on real decentralized hardware (Chap-

ter 5)

* Involves a novel hardware setup using Raspberry Pi's that communicate

over a real adhoc network.
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The scientist has a lot of experience with ignorance and

doubt and uncertainty, and this experience is of very great

importance, I think. When a scientist doesnt know the

answer to a problem, he is ignorant. When he has a hunch

as to what the result is, he is uncertain. And when he is

pretty darn sure of what the result is going to be, he is still

in some doubt. We have found it of paramount importance

that in order to progress we must recognize our ignorance

and leave room for doubt. Scientific knowledge is a body

of statements of varying degrees of certainty some most

unsure, some nearly sure, but none absolutely certain.

Richard Feynman, The Value of Science
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Appendix A

Analysis of BW-CBBA

Algorithmic Performance
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This appendix will attempt to give some insight into how to interpret the perfor-

mance bounds of BW-CBBA in practice. Performance guarantees were provided as

Thm. 13 when score functions are nearly submodular. Some insights into how near

to submodular the score functions need to be to expect good results will be presented

in this section.

An optimal upper bound for the score function defined as Eq. 3.37 in the results

section using the can be defined as

Nt

I:max (max (Rii - fidij) ,max (Rij - fidyj) , 0 (A.1)
j=1 

ii

where dij is the distance from agent i to task j. This bound essentially finds the max-

imum possible reward achievable by each task, without the constraints of connected

trajectories by agents. This upperbound will almost always be loose but nevertheless

will give some insight into the performance of the algorithms in Sec 3.5.2.

1. Approximately Submodular With these objective functions there will be

very little difference between F and H and therefore there will be relatively

consistent bounds. Bid warping will have little effect on the final score of the

solution. The only purpose it will serve is to slightly augment the scores when it

is needed to guarantee convergence. An example of this type of score functions

is if in Eq. 3.37, fi is small. In this case the true objective function looks almost

modular and the final solution will be very near optimal.

2. Non-submodular with good local optima This is the category that the

results of this paper fall into. The objective function used is not close to sub-

modular because the fuel penalty can span a wide range of values from near

zero when an existing trajectory passes through a previously unassigned task,

to multiple times the value of the task, for tasks far away from the iterative

assignments current trajectory. This means that it will be quite difficult to

construct a good a priori submodular approximation. The results presented in

Figs. 3-5 and 3-6 were specifically designed to highlight how BW-CBBA could
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Figure A- 1: Comparison of the number of iterations required for convergence in 500
Monte-Carlo trials of a 200 task mission with a varying number of agents.

perform well in substantially non-submodular environments, and as a result

there does not exist a non-trivial ( and H for the objective function defined as

Eq. 3.37. Figure A-1 presents a slight, modification on the problem statement

presented in Sec 3.5. In order to create a reasonably tight optimal upper bound,

the problem was simplified by removing the task time out constraints.

As can be seen from the optimal upper bound in Fig. A-1. all of the GICA

approaches and BW-CBBA perform relatively well and may actually be quite

close to the true optimal (as the black line is only an upper bound on optimal.)

Essentially, BW-CBBA is performing well in environments where any central-

ized greedy algorit hms can produce good solutions. These environments occur

when certain greedy decisions cannot catastrophically degrade the team wide

performance. This occurs in domains like those presented in Sec. 3.5.2 because

since the tasks are placed randomly in a 2 dimensional grid, it is difficult to

generate a situation where an agent places itself in a position where not it.

nor any other agent will be able to service tasks efficiently. It would take a

relatively malicious environment constructed in this randomnized way to force a
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greedy allocation to performing poorly.

3. Non-submodular with poor local optima If there are tasks that can be

greedily chosen by agents that prevent those agents from servicing other re-

quirements, then BW-CBBA can perform arbitrarily poor. In these domains

there can be sufficient objective function coupling such that no sequential greedy

algorithm could return a good solution, regardless of the information assump-

tions. An example of this type of environment is when no agents are close

enough to any task create a initial positive score. Therefore, starting with an

empty bid space, the marginal score for adding any task will be negative and

the final allocation will be empty. An optimal allocation in this scenario could

foreseeably take a negative incremental score on some initial tasks in order to

achieve a larger positive reward for other important tasks. Physically this could

be realized if all of the agents start in one corner of the environment, and all of

the tasks are on the other side of the space. This is a problem with sequential

task assignment not just BW-CBBA and is in general a very difficult prob-

lem to solve, even with centralized methods. Indeed, all sequential assignment

algorithms will be a poor choice for these environments and more advanced ap-

proaches that evaluate bundles of assignments simultaneously will be needed. In

general, these problems are very computationally hard (specifically NP-Hard),

but in special cases, approximate solvers may be able to explore these complex

spaces efficiently.
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Appendix B

Configuring the Raspberry Pi's for

Adhoc Networking
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B.1 Raspberry Pi Hardware Setup

The goal of this appendix is to provide a walk through about setting up Raspberry

Pi's to have dual network capabilities (one adhoc and one normal Wi-Fi.) These

instructions will assume that the Raspberry Pi OS Weezy is already installed and

the user has sudo access to the device. The hardware setup that was used for our

experiments used two different models of USB Wi-Fi adapters. This was because our

initial setup attempted to use only (Realtek RTL8188CUS chipset) adapters but we

were unable to find a driver that worked for this chipset in adhoc mode. Therefore

we ended up using these dongles for the normal Wi-Fi network and acquired extra

(Ralink 5370 chipset) dongles which had a pre-built driver available that enabled

adhoc networking mode.

B.1.1 Persistent Wifi Adapter Interfaces

Since different USB Wi-Fi adapter models were used, it was convenient to perma-

nently assign an interface name to each device. This can be achieved by replacing

the following line in /lib/udev/rules.d/75-persistent-net-generator. rules:

KERNEL !=" ath*Imsh*Ira* I sta*I ctc*Ilcs*Ihsi*", \

GOTO=" persistent \_net\_-generator\_end"

with

KERNEL !"ath* I wlan*[0 -9]I msh* I ra*I sta* ctc* I lcs*Ihsi*", \

GOTO=" persistent \_net \ _generator\_end "

After making this change, remove all Wi-Fi adapters from the Pi's USB ports and

reboot the Pi. The Pi will now assign persistent names to each of the Wi-Fi adapters

inserted, beginning with wlanO and counting up. After the initial insertion of the

dongles, the devices could be removed and reinserted without changing the interface

name they had been assigned. To view, remove, or change the assignments manually,

modify the contents of /etc/udev/rules . d/70-persistent-net . rules.
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The dongles were inserted such that the adaptor for the adhoc network would

take the name wlanO and the adaptor for the full Wi-Fi network would take the name

wlanl.

B.2 Optaining Proper IP addresses and routing

This section will highlight how we chose to set up the networking of the Pi's. There

are many ways that this can be done but we chose to use the start-up capabilities of

the /etc/network/interf aces file.

B.2.1 Ad-hoc Network Setup

An ad-hoc network configuration using wpa-supplicant can be set up with 2 files

and a Wi-Fi adapter that uses the RT5370 chipset for each Pi. First, ensure that

wpa-supplicant and the n180211 driver is installed on each Pi:

sudo apt-get install libnll wpasupplicant

Next, create a wpa-supplicant configuration file with the following contents called

/etc/wpa-supplicant-adhoc. conf on each Pi:

ctrl\_interface=DIR=/run/wpa-supplicant GROUP=netdev

update-config=1

apscan=2

network={

ssid=" pihoc\_wpa"

mode=1

frequency =2462

proto=WPA

key\_mgmt=WPA-NONE

pairwise=NONE

group=TKIP
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psk=" password"

}

where you can choose the ssid, valid frequency, and psk. Make sure that the current

user is part of the user group netdev using the command

getent group netdev

and if not, add the current user with

sudo usermod -a -G netdev userName

Next, add the following block to the /etc/network/interf aces file on each Pi:

auto wianO

allow-hotplug wianO

iface wianO inet static

address 10.10.2.1

netmask 255.255.255.0

pre-up wpasupplicant -B -D n180211 -i wianO -c /etc/

wpa-supplicant -adhoc . conf

where each Pi has a different address field beginning with 10.10.2.. Additionally, if

your RT5370 adapter is using an interface other than wianO (e.g. wiani, wlan2, etc.),

be sure to use that interface name instead. At this point, the Pis should automatically

join the network upon rebooting. Test the connection using ping or ssh. For example,

run the following from the agent with IP address 10.10.2.1:

ssh 10.10.2.2

to access the agent with IP address 10.10.2.2 over the ad-hoc network (assuming a pi

with address 10.10.2.2 is also setup and active.)

B.2.2 Wi-Fi Network Setup

Setting up the normal Wi-Fi network is significantly simpler. In /etc/network/

interf aces add the following lines to the bottom of the file.

auto wiani
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allow-hotplug wlani

iface wlanl inet manual

wpa-conf /etc/wpasupplicant/wpa-supplicant.conf

This will setup the wlani port to use the setup instructions in /et c/wpa_ supplicant/

wpa-supplicant . conf. Since the network we were using were unsecured we setup

wpa-supplicant .conf as:

ctrlinterface=dir=/var/run/wpa-supplicant

update config=1

network={

ssid=" MIT"

keymgmt=NONE

}

which auto-connected to the MIT network with no password. On a networking

restart the network should connect and generate an appropriate IP. Because of the way

that this process was set-up the routing table should also automatically be populated.

This means that any message sent to a 10.10.2.* IP will go through the adhoc network,

and all other messages will go through the normal Wi-Fi network.

B.3 Installing ROS

It is possible to build newer versions from source currently, but if no fancy packages

are needed, the ros-groovy package for wheezy works well. Following the instructions

in http://wiki.ros. org/groovy/Installation/Raspbian will install ROS.

$ sudo sh -c 'echo "deb http://64.91.227.57/repos/rospbian

wheezy main" > /etc/apt/sources.list.d/rospbian.list'

$ wget http://64.91.227.57/repos/rospbian.key -o - I sudo

apt-key add -

$ sudo apt-get update

$ sudo apt-get install ros-groovy-ros-comm
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$ echo "source /opt/ros/groovy/setup.bash" >> ~/.bashrc

$ . ~/.bashrc

B.3.1 Configuring the ROS Environment

It is important to properly set the ROS environment variables and ensure that the

ros packages are found. This is done by adding the following lines to the end of

~\.bashrc.

source /opt/ros/groovy/setup.bash

export ROSPACKAGEPATH=$ROSPACKAGEPATH:catkinwspath

ROS_ IP=$(ifconfig wlani I awk '/t addr:/{gsub(/.*:/,"",$2)

;print$2}')

while [ -z $ROSIP ]

do

sleep 1

ROS_ IP=$( if conf ig wlanl I awk '/t addr: /{gsub (/. *:/,"",$2)

;print$2}')

done

export ROSIP=$ROSIP

ROSMASTERURI=http://18.116.0.63:11311

source /catkinws _path/devel/setup.bash

This code sources the groovy setup file, then sets the package path to include the

catkin directory we were using for the experiments, the pulls the IP from wlanl, and

sets it to the environment variable ROSIP, then sets the ROS-MASTERURI to be

the one of our lab vehicle computers (Vehl), then finishes by sourcing the actual ros

executables from our catkin package.
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B.4 Setting up Connection Back End

The last challenge is to be able to ssh into the Pi's from remote machines. The

difficulty is that since we are not using static IPs for the Wi-Fi network (because

we are unable to in MIT campus infrastructure), we need a way for the remote

computers to know the IP's of the Pi's. The following section will show the ROS IP

sharing backbone that was used for our experiments. There are many other ways to

do this, this is just the way that we happened to use.

In \etc\usr\rc. local include the following line.

exec /path-toagent-ip.manager/agent-ip.manager.sh LBJ** &

This then runs a shell script called agent -ip -manager. sh with the agent name de-

fined as LBJ(2 digit number) and detaches with the &. The script is defined as:

Listing B.1: bash version

#!/bin/bash

# file: talker.sh

source /opt/ros/groovy/setup.bash

export ROSPACKAGEPATH=$ROSPACKAGEPATH:/home/pi/

Hardwarecode/plannerws

ROSIP=$(ifconfig wlanl I awk '/t addr:/{gsub(/.*:/,"",$2)

;print$2}')

while [ -z $ROSIP ]

do

sleep 1

ROSIP=$(ifconfig wlanl I awk '/t addr:/{gsub(/.*:/, "" ,$2)

;print$2}')

done
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export ROSIP=$ROSIP

ROSMASTERURI=http://18.116.0.63:11311

source /home/pi/Hardware-code/planner-ws/devel/setup.bash

echo $1

rosrun network agentip-manager.py $ROSIP $1

The corresponding backend python script that binds to the roscore is defined as

agent-ip-manager. py

#!/usr/bin/env python

import rospy

import sys

from stdmsgs.msg import String

class IPManager:

def __init__(self, agent-name=-1)

if agent-name == -1:

rospy.initnode('pilinit', anonymous=True)

else :

rospy.init-node('piinit_'+str(agent-name),

anonymous=False)

self.updatePub = rospy.Publisher(ip.update',

String)

self.updateSub = rospy.Subscriber ("piping",

String, self.ipCallback)

self.shutdownSub = rospy.Subscriber("

shutdownSetup", String, self.

shutdownCallback)

def setIP(self , ipaddress):
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self.ip = ipaddress

def shutdownCallback(self,data):

rospy.signal-shutdown("Shutdownumessageurecieved ")

def ipCallback(self,data):

self.updatePub.publish(self.ip)

def spin(self):

rospy.spin()

if __name == '__main-:

try:

if len(sys.argv) > 2:

ipmanager = IPManager(agent-name=sys.argv[2])

ipmanager.setIP(sys.argv[1])

ipmanager. spin ()

elif len(sys.argv) > 1:

ipmanager = IPManager()

ipmanager.setIP(sys.argv[1])

ipmanager. spin ()

except rospy.ROSInterruptException:

pass

From here at boot up, the raspberry pi will connect to the roscore and respond to

queries about the global ip that it has been assigned. Any ros connections will work,

for convenience cssh was used for the experiments in this thesis, with the following

code:

#!/usr/bin/env python

from subprocess import call

import os
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import rospy

import sys

from std-msgs.msg import String

vehs = dict()

#def shutdownCallback(data):

# rospy.signalshutdown("Shutdown message recieved")

def ipCallback(data):

#stuffs

#print data.data

if not vehs.has-key(data.data):

vehs[data.data] = True

print data.data

print str(len(vehs)) + "uPisuhaveucheckeduin"

def setup(numberOfVehicles):

rospy.initnode('cssh-hub', anonymous=True)

pub = rospy.Publisher('pi-ping', String)

# rospy.Subscriber("shutdownSetup", String,

shutdownCallback)

rospy.Subscriber("ip-update", String, ipCallback)

rate = rospy.Rate(1) # 1hz

while (not rospy.is-shutdowno) and len(vehs) < int(

numberOfVehicles):
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#print str(len(vehs)) + " Pis have checked in"

pub.publish("GimmeYourIP")

rate.sleep()

if not rospy.is-shutdowno:

csshString = "csshu"

for vehid in vehs:

csshString = csshString + "pi@"+ str(vehid) +

U

os.system(csshString)

if __name == '__main-:

try:

setup(sys.argv[1])

except rospy.ROSInterruptException:

pass

The result of all of this is an easy way to ssh into the PI's from a remote machine

anywhere in the world, and the ability to run planning algorithms that communicate

over both a traditional Wi-Fi network as well as a complete adhoc network.
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Appendix C

Planning Software Setup
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The purpose of this appendix is to provide an overview of the software imple-

mentation to help with understanding the capabilties of the approach proposed in

this thesis and to introduce future users of the software to its overall structure. The

software setup consists of 5 main modules.

1. Mission Manager: This node provides the top level control of the whole

system, which involves starting up and shutting down all of the software com-

ponents, as well as aggregating all of the performance information from each of

the nodes in the mission for post processing.

2. Network Simulator: This node predicts network topology and simulates con-

nectivity graphs for the agents when adhoc communication is not being used.

Additionally, for all mission types, this node keeps track of relevant network

information and transmits it to the mission manager for performance analysis

post mission.

3. Dynamics and Environment Simulator This node is responsible for simu-

lating agent and environment dynamics in fully simulated missions. It is also

forwards non-simulated but centrally computed dynamic information (such as

position estimates provided by the ACL Vicon system) to individual agents to

provide a seamless transition between simulations and lab missions conducted

in hardware.

4. Agent State Machine: This node is responsible for all of the decisions made

onboard each agent. A separate instance of Agent State Machine is run for

each agent which can only communicate with other agents through a physical

adhoc network (When using the raspberry pi's) or through a simulated network

managed by the Network Simulator. In our experiments, agents were responsible

for keeping track of their locations, their own planning operations (which often

uses communication with other agents), their own motion planning and task

servicing. This setup allows us to fully decentralize missions in hardware and

for testing fully decentralize simulated missions.
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5. Agent Motion Controller: This node is a hardware specific node that is

used when actual hardware is moving around in the lab. For simulated agents,

the Dynamics simulator predicts and keeps track of the motions of the agents,

when actual hardware is used, the Agents Motion Controller plans actual mo-

tions (down to actual actuator commands) and the Dynamics Simulator simply

observes the states and reports back.
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Appendix D

Network Performance
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This appendix is primarily a data dump for the full results of the network char-

acterization in Chapter 5. In each figure the left bar graph consists of an experiment

where all 6 agents are broadcasting simultaneously after deterministically sleeping for

the noted time, the middle bar graph was created when all 6 agents were broadcast-

ing at the same time with independent random sleeps for each agent with a uniform

distribution between 0 and 2 times the noted value (thus the average sleep is the

noted value,) the bar graph on the right defines the arrival rate if only 1 agent is

broadcasting at a time and sleeping for the noted amount of time. Each bar defines

the average over 100 trials of 1014 bytes of data sent in the noted packet sizes, the

error bars indicate the maximum and minimum arrival rate over these 100 trials.
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Figure D-4: lessa1oe arival proba bilities for ottgoing messages from agent 5 varying

message size, message protocol and sleep between message broadcasts.
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(a) Agent 6 to Agent 1

(c) Agent 6 to Agent 4
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Figure D-5: Message arrival probabilities for outgoing messages from agent 6 varying

message size. mlessage protocol and sleep between message broadcasts.
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Figure D-6: Message arrival probabilities for outgoing messages from agent 8 varying

message size2 message protocol and sleep between iessage broadcasts.
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